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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Aged pe rsons constitu te an ever-increas ing per centage 
of the population of the United States . Accepting the age 
of sixty as the lower limit for old age ~ there were nearly 
13 ~ 748 ~000 persons or 10 . 4 per cent of the total population 
over the age of sixty in 1940. I t is estimated that the 
percentage will reach 13. 7 per cent in 1960 and 17. 1 per 
cent in 1980 . 1 These are the persons who were formerly the 
producers of wealth ~ the heads of families , t he leaders in 
the community life . The transit i on period from adult age 
to old age involves the surrender of positions of i nfluence 
I 
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to younge r pers ons be cause of ret i rement from active em- 11 
I ployment ~ the onset of chronic disease and changes in social 11 
relations . 
During the transition period, the elderly person ~ 
still f eeling himself able to function as an adult , 
typically resists the implication that he can no 
longer meet his full obligations or that he is not 
entitled to the full degree of independence of 
thought and action of the adult . The resistance 
has twin roots : the old age cultur e pattern is 
less pleasant and has fewer pri vi l eges and lower 
status than the adult pattern; and any change from 
one age- pa ttern to another is resisted because it 
involves the formation of new habits and attitudes . 
Hence the probability of anxiety and frustration 
ll 
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1. u. s . Bureau of the Census ~ Fore casts ,2! the Population II' 2f ~ United States, £z Age ~ ~: 1945 to-2ooo , Pop-
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I is increased. Typically, after a period of un-
adjustment, the parson makes the transition 
successfully. However, there are cases where 
resistanci is continued with persisting malad-
justment. 
Such maladjustment, if it persists indefinitely, leads to 
a waste of many potential assets, for the aged citizen is 
not an impersonal number in statistics, but a living per-
sonality whose influence is felt in the community, locally 
and nationally. 
Maladjustment in personal and social relations is the 
concern of social casework. A few social agencies have 
pioneered in practicing casework with older persons and 
one of the oldest agencies is the Family Society of Greater 
li 
I Boston in its Department for Older People, which special-
! 
izes in casework with persons sixty years of age and older. 
Because the intake is limited to the problems of the aged, 
this Department offers an unusual opportunity for research 
in this particular area. 
· purpose 
The purpose of this study is to examine the case 
records on referrals to the Department of Older People 
during four months of 1949 in an attempt to answer the 
following questions: 
Ruth Cavan, Personal Adjustment in ~Age, P• 25 
~ 
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1 . What are the general characteristics of the persons 
referred as clients1 
2. ihat are the major problems of these clients? 
3 . ~hat are the community resources for meeting these 
needs? 
4 . hat is the function of casework in meeting these needs? 11 
Sources of ~ 
The study was based on the records of cases referred 
to the Department for Older People of the Family Society of 
Greater Boston during the months of February, May, August 
and November , 1949. 
Method 
The register of referrals was examined and seventy-
nine cases were listed during these months. Fi fteen were 
classified as "No Case Made" because of the brevity of the 
contact. Sixty-four referra ls were made cases, some for 
bri ef servi ce and others for continuing service . All of 
these cases, whether active or closed as of February 1, 
1951 have been included in this study. In cases involving 
married couples and other relatives over sixty years of 
age who were living together , where problems of different 
individuals have been cons idered , the individuals have 
been counted separately. In cases where persons living in 
Jl the household , whether wive s or other relatives , were under 
~~~--
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the age of fifty- nine these individuals were not counted . 
The study is based , therefore , on the problems of seventy-
three individuals . The material for the study was assem-
bled by the use of a s chedule prepared f or this purpose . 
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CHAPTER II 
DESCRIPTION OF THE AGENCY 
The Family Society of Greater Boston has a long and 
interesting history. In 1875 the city of Boston had a 
population of 250,000 people and its citizens were giving 
'600,000 annually to relieve the distress of other citizens 
caused by unemployment, disgraceful housing of the poor 
11 and menacing sanitary and health conditions. This relief 
II was indiscriminately administered without thought to the 
cause of the need , thereby pauperizing the r e cipients . 
I 
II 
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The idea of organizing the charitable efforts grew in 
the minds of a number of people so that in 1875 Mrs. James 
T. Fields and Mrs. James Lodge organized the Cooperative 
Society of Visitors Among the Poor which pledged itself not 
to the giving of relief but to carry out the idea of living 
the lives of the poor along wi t h the1.. The followi ng year 
the Registration Bureau was founded and in that office was 
kept confidential information about f amilies in need for 
the use of existing social agencies so that relief could 
be given fairly, economically and wisely. 
Far-sighted alms-givers, when they se t about the 
business of answering human needs , asked themselves 
"Why?11 • They concluded that behind every case of 
need there was a cause. To remove the cause would 
be to remove the need. Money alone has never cured 
an essentially human problem. The family in trouble 
6 
I 
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needed the help of another person who could be 
described # without being in the least sentimenta l# 
a s a " friend" • 1 The i r rallying cry was "Not alms--but a friend" . 
And so with this cry for a motto # the Associated Charities of 
Boston was organized in 1879. Among the founders were Phillips 
Brooks # Edward Everett Hale # Roger Wolcott , Mrs . Henry Whit-
man# Elizabeth Stuart Phelps and Mrs . James T. Fields . Robert 
Treat Paine , Jr . was the first president and in his first 
annual meeting he explained the meaning of the motto as the 
purpose of the organization. 2 
Pause a single moment to understand exactly what 
our motto means . What is the duty of a friend? 
It covers the whole ground : help# cheer# counsel, 
and relief also; all are for a friend . But by no 
means is it alms a lone . Other things are infinite-
ly more important • . •• we do not prohibit alms , but 
seek to make sure that they are judicious . 
Originally the "friends" were volunteer v i s i tors to 
fam i lies in their homes # who gave necessary relief, helped 
with problems of employment and health and did their best to 
smooth out tangled family relationships . Gradually the 
friendly vis itors were replaced by paid agents , the fore-
runners of the modern # professional caseworker . The fun ction 
of the paid agents was described by Mr. Paine on one occasion 
1 . Yesterday and Tomorrow, Sixtieth Annual Report , The 
Family Welfare:SOcie t y of Boston, 1939, p . 2 . 
2 . Ibid ., P• 3 
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when he said, 1 
For every thousand families needing reli e f one a gent 
~ill always be wanted to give his whole time to the 
work of helping as many as he can to become indepen-
dent. The paid agents must become , if only after 
long study and patient practice and many failures, 
experts in making diagnosis of the causes of the need • 
. The volunteer also continued to play an important part 
in the work of the agency. In addition .to friendly visiting 
the volunteers served as members of district conferences. 
Originally the city was divided into twenty-six districts and 
each district had a conference whose duty it was to consider 
not only the problems of the needy families within the dis-
trict but the causes of the problems. As the causes were 
identified the conferences worked at relieving them and t hus 
various committees represent i ng the whole agency were organ-
ized . Tuberculosis was. identified as a. community problem and 
from the original committee of the society to study this 
there developed the anti-tuberculosis movement . In these 
firs t conferences the broad fundamentals of social case work 
and community leadership were es tablished . These same prin-
ciples are in the present charter of the Family Society of 
Greater Boston which states that the society aims to promote 
family life through two major functions: 
1. Social casework available to individuals in the co~nunity 
who desire help in meeting problems within themselves, in 
1 . Ibid ., P• 4 
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their family r e l at ionships or in adaptation to their envir-
onment . 
2. Communit y leadership in the promot i on of education for 
f amily living and in the improvement of social conditions 
directly affecting family life. 
The original function of the Associated Charities to 
organize the various agencies into cooperative effort was 
taken ove r by the Council of Social Agencies about 1915 and 
it was then de cided t o place the major emphas is of the agency 
on work with the family . This decision led to the changing 
of the name from Associa ted Charities to the Family We lfa r e 
Society in 1921. 
~ i tb this change in_empha s i s , the work with older , un-
a ttached persons was taken out of the district offices. Men 
were referred to the Industrial Aid and the work with women 
was coordinated in the Bureau fer Aged Women of the Family 
elfare Society which was started in 1922 . Occasionally an 
aged man was accepted as a client if he were the husband or 
brother of an aged woman. A young worker coming to the 
Bureau in its early period was told that in the first inter-
view s he must always find out the names of pa rents and birth-
place for that was important for the death certificate, and 
whe ther or not the client had a grave. Having thus buried 
the poor client she then set out to help her . But even with 
this limited approach the work with t he aged was i n triguing. 
9 
The Fiftieth Anniversary Report o:f the Society describes this 
1 
as a 
service designed not alone to provide for the material 
needs of the friend l ess , penniless old women, but to 
bring to them in some measure the joys and hopes 
l ost in their tragic situat ions ••• Regular allow-
ance s were raised , large enough to provide the neces-
sit i es of l ife . Some were watched over in the i r own 
little tenements , others placed in boarding or nursing 
homes . It did not take long to find out that far more 
than the ne cessities of life must be provi ded if hope 
and joy were to return to the lives of these old women . 
When you have out lived all your near relatives , and 
one by one your friends have gone , life holds small 
measure of happ iness unless someone is really i nter-
ested in you personally, and in your past triumphs 
and disasters . Understanding companionship and real 
friendship are needed . 
Under the l eadership of Mrs . Amy s . Powe112 
the funct i on of the Department was changed from that 
of maki ng the incline into the grave less steep and 
ominous to one concerned with participation in living 
and the joy of achievement still possible for those 
in la t e maturity. 
The name was first changed to Fields Memori al i n honor of 
one of the founders o:f the Society but more recently to the 
Depart ment for Older People of the Family Socie ty of Greater 
Boston. The office i s located at Copley Square and serves 
clients living anywhere in Metropolitan Boston. The staff 
includes the d i rector, assistant direct or , t wo full- time 
caseworke rs, t wo student caseworkers , a secretary and an 
1. Then and Now A Friend i n Need . Family Welfare Society 
of B'GS't0n:-I'929 , p . 15 --
2 . "The Family Welfare Agency Community Planning for t he 
Aged't , Gerie. tries, September-October, 1950 
10 
occupational therapist. Also available for consultation are 
a part time psychiatrist, the Vocational Counseling Service 
and the case consultant of the Family Society. 
The occupational therapist visits housebound clients in 
their own homes or in nursing homes and provides them with 
materials and instruction in various crafts and the agency 
arranges for the sale of the finished articles , the money 
being used for the benefit of the client who did the work . 
Several members of the staff participate in the Family Soc-
iety's Family Life Education Program by speaking to various 
groups of intere..sted persons on "The Second Forty Years" and 
"You are Younger Than You Think." 
The agency is a clearing-house for information regarding 
the problems of the aging . The staff are members of the 
Committee on the Aging of the United Community Services . 
They have stimulated two organizations for older persons i n 
the city of Boston : the "Never-Too-Iate" Group which is 
open to any person over the age of sixty and meets weekly at 
the Boston Public Library, and the "Senior Associates" which 
is a membership club with club rooms in the vestry of the 
First Baptist Church. 
The Department for Older Persons has its own conference 
which meets quarterly. Among its members are representatives 
of business, religion , education, public welfare , other 
social agencies and i nterested citizens . This past year they 
11 
have studied the changing legislation for social security 
for the aged and are now making a study of employment possi-
bilities for older persons in this area. 
12 
CHAPTER III 
ADJUSTMENT TO OW AGE 
Problems of aging have become the .. co.nc.e.rn of sociology, 
medicine, economics, government and social. w.ork • . Because more 
people are living longer, the aged constitute a larger propor-
tion of the population and have a greater impact upon society. 
State legislatures are being confronted with all .types of 
bills pertaining to the welfare . of .. the. aged. Congress first 
attacked the economic aspects of the problem .by. passing the 
Social Security Act of 1935 which provided for old a ge benefits 
to persons s ·ixty-five years of age and olde.r. who had been em-
ployed in certain type.s of work, and old age assi.s.tance to 
indigent . persons ove.r the age. of sixty-five. In 1950 it was 
estimated that the cos.t o.f old age se.curity in the. United 
States was 4.7 billion dollars or 2 per cent. of the . country's 
national production.l 
The financial burden alone is. making bo.th government and 
industry look about for ways t .o . kee.p active .me.n and women of 
advancing years in the labor market. and s .e.lf-suppo.rt.ing as 
long as possible. New York S.tate. has. taken the . lead in this 
field by establishing a .Joint Legislative Commit.te.e to study 
1. New York Joint Legislative Committee on the Aging, Young 
At Any Age, p. 19 
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this problem. Their latest report Young At Any Age proposes 
al 
preventive approach1 which seeks to concentrate on pre-
venting our oldsters from need.ing to fall .back on old 
age assistance 1 or from needing .hospital fac~lities, or 
from needing to be institutionalized .in .old .age homes, 
by providing job opportunities., health services and 
adequate housing for older persons. 
Massachusetts now has a proposal before its legislature to 
create a commission to make a similar study in this state. 
During World War II the _trend toward earlier retirement 
ages from industry was halted because of the shortage of man-
power and the rehiring of older men and women. It was found 
that in many areas older people lost less time from work, 
could perform precision jobs adequately and failed only where 
speed in production was paramount. Arthur N. Turner who is 
associated with Prof. Ben A. Lindberg in a research project 
on employment and retirement said at a recent meeting of the 
Consumer's League in Boston, 
The problem of a fixed retirement. age in an aging society 
requires examination of polic.ie.s. Employers believe 
that persons should retire .. at age sixty-five. When 
human life is being .wasted because of the variance be-
tween beliefs and facts, beliefs need to be examined to 
see if there is a factual basis for them. 
This research project has been undertak.en by the Harvard 
Business School, and although the study is not completed 
Prof. Lindberg has been able to make some very tentative 
1. Ibid, 'P• 14 
14 
findings. 1 
First of all he found., in looking over the. older group, 
that he was impressed with .the number who bas physical 
disabilities which interferred with .. purs.ui.t of their 
usual gainful employment. .A sec.ond group of aging 
workers arunit they are tired, frustrated, fed up. Others 
retire to redirect their desire to continue employment 
to the care of their sick wives. A. fourth ... group wanted 
to continue in gainful activities, .but in fields other 
than their life work and some wished . to keep their jobs, 
but on a part-time basis. Tbis . group is quite large 
and here is a challenge to modern manag.eme.nt. In our 
present concepts of business we are not geared to use 
this group., and we might well change our hours and 
methods so that we can. These men .have .a . lot to con-
tribute and society needs them. 
In the medical. field the American Geriatrics Society is 
devoted to research and clinical study of diseases and pro-
cesses of the aged and .aging. Research is being. done in 
geriatrics in some of the larger medical schools . and one of 
the pioneers was Dr. Robert .T • . Monroe. of the Harvard Medical 
School who established a clinic at Peter Bent. Br.igham Hos-
pital in Boston in 1940. He has observed that2 
old age is peculiarly the field of chronic disease. 
Disabilities and deficits .incurred .. earlie.r . in life 
are brought into old age, and .ne.w ones .appear ••• 
Much that passes for senility. turns out to be merely 
physical unfitness. 
Personal Adjustment in Old Age reports a research pro-
ject conducted by a group of s.oc.iologists in Chicago which 
attempted to d.efine, to analyze. the . nature, patterns and 
1. W. E. Playfair, "Retirement for Age Reasons. More Compli-
cated These Days" • .. Bos.ton .Sunday. Herald, .March 25, 1951 
2. Robert T. Monroe, "Medical Problems of Old Age". New 
England Journa.l of. Medicine, .240:57-60, Jan. 13, 1949 
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problems of personal adjustment to aging. The essential con-
cept in the term adjustmentl 
is a series of successful changes in behavior in reaction 
to changes in the social situation ••• Personal a.djust-
ment is defined as the individual's restructuring of his 
attitudes and behavior in response to a new situation in 
such a way as to integrate the expression of his aspira-
tions with the expectations and demands of society ••• 
Social adjustment is the adaptation of society or one of 
its institutions to so.cial change, and is the process of 
revising socia.l standards and pro.eedures in order to in-
crease the social efficiency and to facilitate the per-
sonal adjustment of its members. 
Old age does not begin arbitrarily at the arrival of a 
certain birthday. Aging occurs all through life, and at the 
greatest rate during infancy. Age is . always relative for 
physiological age and chronological age. are not synonymous. 
There are people who are physically .old at the age of forty 
and others who are young at the age of .sixt.y. The changes 
occurring during early adulthood and .. maturit.y are almost im-
perceptible. Otto Pollak writes that2 
all living implies first a growth, then . a peak, and 
finally a decline in physical and mental capacity. The 
changes from one stage to another make certain. types of 
behavior impossible or inadvis.able if life is to be 
maintained, and behavior must be adjusted to such. changes. 
• • The ease or difficulty of adjustment to such changes 
depends on the extent to which the new behavior and status 
are desirable or undesirable in terms of the. general cul-
t .ural values of a society. • • Work, independence and 
freedom are among the highest . social values in our cul-
ture. • • This means that all ages except e.ar.ly adulthood 
tend to be problem ages. The special problem character 
1. Ruth Cavan, et al, Personal Ad.1ustment _!E. ~ Age, p. 11 
2. Otto Pollak, S.ocial Adjustment !E. 2M! Age, p. 4 
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of old age is inherent . in the fact that .1 ts limitations 
are experie.nced aft.er freedom from. s.uch restraints and 
cannot be rationalized as transitions . to .. a more desirable 
situation. 
The onset of old age is marked by changes in the physical 
appearance: grey hair, wrinkled skin, .loss of vitality, 
stiffening of the joints, change in gait, and los.s of hearing 
or eyesight. The mental decline begins .wi.th loss of memory, 
inability to conc.entrate . or. to learn new skills • . Emotionally 
the older person worries about heal.th and . e.conomic security, 
feels unwan.ted and . inad.equate., narrows hi.s . int.erests, tends to 
become conservative, suspicious and overtalkat.ive .. of past 
events. The sociological changes _are more . dramat.ic. for they 
occur suddenly and are .more unsettling. The. relinquishment 
of adult soc.ial. relationships is . .. caused by re.tirement from 
emplo~ent, withdrawal from . ac.tive communi.t .y .. leade .. rship, with-
drawal from the marital relationship through .death. of a spouse 
and the. l .oss of interes .t in distant . goals and . plans. The 
burden of adjustment is . upon . the . . o.ld person. 1 
A crisis is precip.ita.ted by a . new and unforese.en .si.tuation 
to which a person is . unable. to adjust quickly because of 
habits and . attitudes ke.yed . to a . d.ifferent situation. 
Crises seem to occ'll:I' with greater frequency during old 
age . than any other period, . becaus.e ... of. greate.r incidence 
of illness, .. de.ath. of the . s .pouse., ... financia.l. dependence 
. and the .like. Hence,_ the unadjus.tment .. tha.t comes in old 
age is due to . crises. charact.eri.stic of o.ld age .. as we 11 
as those related .to the transi.ti.on . fr.om adult culture 
to old age culture. 
l. Cavan, op. cit. p. 28 
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In the process of older people passing from the unadjusted to 
the readjusted stage _ the re.ad.justment is mediated by one of 
two processes: reorientation of attitudes . and . adaptation of 
activities. This readaptation may be easy or difficult for 
him, and if he needs . as.s1st.ance thr.ee .re.so.ur.ce.s_ are or should 
be available to him: _ (1) service of the groups of which he 
is a member and of the c.ommunity, (2) provision for education 
in new activities and (3) the utilization. of counseling and 
therapy. 1 The services of the community and utilization of 
counseling come within . the province of this study. 
In the Boston area the services of the communi.ty are 
varied. For financi.al se.curity the.r .e is .Old Age and Survi-
vor' a Benefits administe.red . by the Federal Security Agency 
providing retire.ment benefits for persons .aver sixty-five who 
have been employed in certain s .tipula t .ed voca tiona. In Boa ton 
228 persons per .thousand . population . wer.e re .ceiving . Old Age 
and Survivor' a Insuranc.e in 1949. Old Age Assi.stance is fur-
nished by .the Department of Publi.c Welfare in accordance with 
a mandatory budget . plan .. covering food, . clothing, personal care, 
rent, fuel and light, insurance, household .s.upplies and re-
placements, and $4 a month for. each recipient for leisure 
time activities. Med.ical care, hospi talizat1on and .medicine 
may be added. A person boarding wi.th a family is allowed $12 
a week for board and room, or $ 15 a week. for tray service. A 
1. Ibid, P• 16 
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patient in a nursing home is allowed $21 .. to $25 a week for 
board, depending upon the extent of the service required. In 
Boston in June 1949 226 .persons per thousand population were 
receiving Old Age .Assistance. 
cii> 1 grant per person was w68.46. 
In May 1950 . the average monthly 
General . relief is available for 
persons in need who are not eligible for o.ther forms of ass is-
tance. 
Private social agencies do not int.end to. give long term 
relief, but have access .to certain. trust funds which can be 
drawn on for spe.cific purposes and they also have some funds 
available. for . us.e in emergencie.s. and. for. specific needs not 
covered by public funds. 
Health and medical care. faci.lities are quite adequate 
and are available through the various hospi.tals. and clinics 
in the city. The Ge.riat.ric Clinic at the Peter Bent Brigham 
Hospital is the only preventiv.e clinic in Boston especially 
designed for older people. 
Resources for housing. are v.ery limite.d. There are fifty 
homes for the aged . in Metropolitan Boston with a capacity of 
2,101 persons . and. 206 infirmary beds, but all have long wait-
ing lists for admission. Nursing home care is well organized. 
There are 122 licensed nursing homes. with a capacity of 1997 
persons in . Metropolitan Boston. A Convalescent .Placement 
Service is ope.rated where information about vacancies, char-
1. Alice Ruling, "Summary of Inf.ormation About Resources for 
the Aued in the Boston _Maf:,..nnn 1 i t.An_A1"AA" 
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acteristic.s of the homes and rates. may be obtained. There is 
no similar service for boarding homes which must. be found 
individually by a trial and error method. It is a familiar 
phrase to hear an aged . person say, "I want to live with a 
family", but it is. diffic.ult . to . find . a . family home. The Ben-
jamin Rose Institute of Cleveland, .Ohio .pioneered in providing 
foster home care for the aged and. found "Tha.t homes serve 
best when independence is firs.t given up, until increasing 
infirmity or senility makes living in the family group diffi-
cult."1 
Counseling and therapy a.re provided through the case-
work agencies. Socia 1 casework has be.en defined as2 
an art in which the knowledge. of the science of human 
relations and skill in relationship a .re us.ed .to mobil-
ize capacity in the individual and resources in the 
community appropriate for be.tter adjus.tment between 
the client and all. or any part of .his .total environ-
ment. 
Casework treatment is carried on in the inte.rview and by 
the. use of various methods. Florence Hollis . has classified 
these methods into four types. 3 
1. Environmental modification, by which is meant the direct 
action taken by the casew.orker to change the environment in 
1. Margaret Wagner, . "Foster Home Care for the Aged", Journal 
of Social Casework, 27:240, Oct. 1946 
2. Swithin Bowers, "The Nature and Definition of Social Case-
work: Part III", Journa.l. of Social. Casework, 30:417, Dec .1949 
3. Florence Hollis, Women in Marital Conflict, Chap. XI, 
"The Range of Casework Treatment" 
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favor of the client, which may be the giving of relief, t he 
locating of a boarding or nursing home, or the hospitalization 
of an ill person. This is undertaken when the pressures in 
the environment are beyond the control of the client but can 
be modified by the intervention of the worker. With the 
older client there is almost always some element of environ-
mental pressure which can be modified only .by some person in 
the environment s·uch as the casewarke.r. Environmental modifi-
cation may or may not depend upon direct interviews with the 
client and the establishment . of s.ome degree of client-worker 
relationship. 
2. Psychological support places the emphasis on the release 
of tension and reassurance and the reinfor.cing of ego 
strengths through guidance. It does not attempt. to remove 
the cause of any emotional maladjustment but is designed to 
promote the client's confidence in his own ability to handle 
the situation adequately. Psychological .s.upport is given by 
encouraging the client to freely express his feelings about 
his situation to relieve guilt fee lings and anxiety, by ex-
pressing sympathetic understanding of the client's feelings 
and acceptance of his behavior, and when warranted, by res-
.pecting and approving steps the client has taken or plans to 
take to relieve the situation. After relieving the client's 
feelings, encouragement is given to attitudes that will help 
the client function .. comfortably and realistically. This may 
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be done by encouraging. him to assert himself if he is too 
submissive, easing his over-severe conscience or supporting 
more responsible behavior if there is a weak super-ego. The 
worker may give advice about actions or appropriate steps for 
the client to take. The treatment. proces.s rests upon a warm, 
good-parent type of client-worke.r relationship and is only 
successful if the client has positive feelings toward the 
worker. 
:3. Clarification or counseling is an intellectual process to 
help the client understand himself, .his emotions, attitudes 
and behavior; to understand his env.ironment by seeing external 
realities clearly and understanding the people with whom he 
is associated. It involves giving the client information 
about the environment whlch he do.es not . possess and without 
which he cannot see clearly what steps he ought to take. This 
is done by helping the client line up the issues involved in 
making a decision, t .o evaluat.e the attitudes. of other people 
toward him and to underst.and. what .motives ma.y have influenced 
their behavior, to see. how the results of his own actions 
affect other people . and . to think through the probable results 
of the contemplated. action. Clar.if.ication depends upon a 
client-worker relationship . . which may vary from a simple, 
friendly fee ling to one with small transference . c.omponents. 
Clarification enables the client to d.eal mo.re ade.quately with 
the environmental situation with or without the intervention 
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of the worker. 
4. Insight involves carrying unders.tanding to the deeper 
level of helping the client to modify h.1s .. s .t .rong projection 
of inner needs .and subjective response. up.on. his e.nvironment. 
Current and past emotions are relive.d .. in. the .. treatment situa-
tion so that irrationalities are .recognized . . and this can then 
be carried over .into real life. Insight decrea.s.e.s. anxiety 
and hostility so that the. des.tructive eg.o defense mechanisms 
do not have to .be .so extens.ively used • . With ins.ight develop-
ment the transference element in. the .c.lie.n.t-.worke.r relation-
ship is strong and ma.y be . negat.ive .as. well .as positive • 
. Joan M. Smith writes that1 
the fundament.al. principles of cas.ework are . applicable 
in w.ork with the aged as . with any group •. We must give 
recognition to the fact .that . the .indiv.idual functions 
best when enco.uraged to as.sume .the ... fullest . responsi-
bility of which be. is. capahle .at this time • .. This im-
plies for the ca.se.worker. the . ne.ed .... for . dia.gnost.ic skills 
in recogniz.ing . the c.apa.citie.s and .e:valuat.ing the 
strengths of the aged person. It involves. the accept-
ance of some regre.ssion as norma.l .to o1d .. age, .. but with 
this, the belief that the elderly pe.rsons. have b.oth the 
right and the ab.i.li ty in varying degr.ees. to plan their 
own lives. 
From her experience. of more than twent.y-five years as 
director of the . Depar.tment for . Olde.r Peo.ple . of . the Family 
Society of Great.er Boston, Mrs. Amy s. Powell writes about 
the use . of casewo.rk with olde.r people. 2 
1. Joan M. Smith, "Psychological Understanding. in .. .Casework 
with the Aged", Journal .. of .Social .Casework, 29:193, May 1948 
2. Amy s. 'Powell~ ifThe Family Wel.fare Agency Connnunity Plan-
ning for the Aged , Geriatrics, 5:288., . S.ept .• -Qot. 1950 
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There are many counts against the .old.er person, physical-
ly, economically, and so.cially, but while we strive to 
do what we can to lessen strains and stresses in these 
areas, we know that in spite of them the older person 
often has many latent strengths on which to .build a 
more satisfying life adjustment.. To disc.over these 
strengths, however, we (social workers) must know some-
thing of the total personality structure of the aged 
person, his environmental and emotional background, how 
he has reacted to difficulties in the. past. and his ability 
to relate to other people. 
To help the older person we must take him out of a cate-
gory, we must see and hear him as an individual. His 
problems and needs are thos.e of all. ages: the need for 
security, both enotional and. financial, .the need to be 
useful, the need to be loved.l . 
Margaret Wagner, writing on the aged, says that "older 
people in trouble can benefit from casework service, but 
there is a reluctance on the part of voluntary family agencies 
to work with the elderly.n2 
In August 1950 the attention of govermne.ntal agencies, 
so cia 1 workers, soci.ologis ts, geriatricians., . economists, and 
recreational and religious leade.rs . was focused on the pro-
blems incident to aging when they were asked to cooperate in 
the Washington Conference on Aging which w.as called by Pres. 
Harry s. Truman. Eight hundred leaders from these various 
fields met to re-evaluate . the potentialities. of older. people3 
1. Aml S. Powe 11, "Symposium: Casework and .the Aging Popu-
lation , . Journal .of Social .Casework, 30:61, Feb • . 1949 
2. Margaret Wagner, "Aged", Social .Work Year~ 1951, p. 45 
3. Clark Tibbitts, "The Conference on Agingtt, reprint from 
So.cial Security Bulletin, .Vol. 13, Oct. 1950, p. 1-4 
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toward ensuring their useful and satisfying participation 
in the life of the community; to stimulate. the exchange 
of ideas among persons of varied experience, w.i th the 
view to solving problems of the aging through voluntary 
and public organization in each state, city and commun-
ity. The conference was organized int.o a number of 
sections for discussion, but all appeared to start with 
certain fundamental premises: ( 1) older .people exhibit 
all the fundament.al needs or de.sire.s found among people 
of any age; (2) satisfaction of needs . continues, as in 
all adult life, to be primarily a ma.t .ter . of individual 
effort; (3} older people can find s.atisfaction only in 
a favorable environment; and .(4) the situat.ion is al-
ready so critical as to require the immediate attention 
of all appropriate groups and interests in society. 
The sections recognized, further, that aging affects 
not only the individual but also his family, the com-
munity in which he lives, and the total soc.iet.y and its 
economy. Provision of satisfying life for all people 
is a principle objective of the national effort. 
The primary economic implicat.ion. drawn .from the study is 
that older people must have financial support . that will 
enable them to .live a.t levels of decency and . satisfaction. 
Continuing .gainful employment was. s.poken of as desir-
able for a large proportion of olde.r people.. Employment 
satisfies the need .for. be.ing useful, c.onstitutes an 
important source of income . and .prov:id.es an effective 
means of obtaining the high productivity needed in indus-
try. Research has impli.cations for improvement of health 
and prolongat.ion of life and also for questions. of employ-
ability, li.ving arrangements, and continued part.icipation 
in general. Health .maintenance, rehabilitation and men-
tal heal.th are necessary for the preservation of individ-
ual capacities. Family life constitutes the basic frame 
of reference for successful adjustment in aging. Family 
life has undergone many changes. and both families and 
aging persons have. great need for counseling facilities 
that will help them .find s .olutions to the problems o.f 
living in the later years and with olde.r people. Older 
people wish to participate as fully as they can in 
life's activities, and adjustment in old age is merely 
a continuation of the lifelong adjustment process. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A STUDY OF THE TYPES OF APPLICANTS AND THEIR NEEDS 
A conflictual situation for one person may be a simple 
one for another, or a situation may be trivial to a person at 
one age and crucial at another. In order to study the prob-
lems of the applicants it is necessary .first to know the per-
sons who present the problems: their ages, marital status, 
residence, .occupations, sources of income, health and related 
materials. 
TABIE I 
DISTRIBUTION OF APPLICANTS BY AGE AND SEX 
Age 
59 
60 - 64 
65 - 69 
70 - 74 
75 - 79 
80 - 84 
over 85 
Total 
Total 
2 
19 
17 
18 
4 
10 
3 
73 
Male 
3 
6 
3 
1 
1 
1 
_15 
Female 
2 
16 
11 
15 
3 
9 
2 
58 
The age range covers a span of thirty years, from fifty-
nine to eighty-nine. The two women under sixty were past 
their fifty-ninth birthday and because of the nature of their 
problems were referred to the Department for Older People 
rather than to a District Of fice of the Family So.ciety of 
Greater Boston. The median age at referral for men was sixty-
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nine and for women was seventy. It is interesting to note that 
the number of women referred is the first half of each decade 
is larger than in the latter half. 
The sex distribution does not follow the distribution in 
the general population. According to the 1940 Census figures, 
of persons sixty years of age and over in the United States 
49.5 per cent are male and 50.5 per cent are female • 1 This 
is due in part to the fact that in the past in the City of 
Boston all single men in need were referred to the Industrial 
Aid regardless of age. It is only within the last two years 
that it has become the generally accepted policy of other 
agencies to refer aged men to the Department of Older People 
and this study is made of referrals during the trans.i tional 
period. 
TABIE II 
COMPARISON OF THE PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 
APPLICANTS AND GENERAL POPUIATTON BY MARITAL STATUS 
Mat•! tal Applicants Percentage 
Status Total Male Female Applicants General 
Single 26 4 22 35.6 
Population8 
15.6 
Widowed, sepa-
rated, divorced 31 2 29 42.5 33.8 
Married, living 
with spouse 16 9 7 21.9 50.6 
Total 73 15 58 100.0 100.0 
a. Source: u.s. Bureau of Census Sixteenth Census ••• Popu-
lation, Vol. tv, Part 11 Tables 6 and 9 
b. Two wives were much younger than hus.bands and not counted. 
1. u.s. Bureau of Census, Sixteenth Census ••• Population 
Vol. IV 1 Part 11 Introductory Table IV 
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In the general population of the United States about one-half 
or 50.6 per cent of the persons sixty years of age and over 
are married and living with their spouse. Of the individuals 
referred to the Department for Older People less than one-
fourth or 21.9 per cent were married and living with their 
spouse. Seventy-eight per cent of all the individuals were 
without close family ties as against 49.4 per cent of the gen-
eral population. 
TABIE III 
PLACE OF RESIDENCE OF APPLICANTS BY SEX 
Place of Residence 
City of Boston 
Suburban 
Total 
Total 
58 
15 
73 
Male 
10 
5 
15 
Female 
48 
10 
58 
The Department for Older People accepts applications from 
persons living in any part of Metropolitan Boston. At the time 
of application 79.5 per cent of the individuals . we.re living 
within the City of Boston. Of the .19.5 per cent living out-
side of the City of Boston twelve resided permanently in the 
suburban communities of Belmont~ Brookline~ Cambridge~ Hyde 
Park~ North Reading~ Roslindale~ Watertown, West Roxbury and 
Winchester. One married couple were not residents of Massa-
chusetts but the wife was temporarily in Boston and one woman 
_was temporarily residing in Boston with relatives, although 
her home was in Uxbridge. 
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TABIE TV 
LNING ARRANGEME NTS OF APPLICANTS BY MARITAL STATUS AND SEX 
Living Arrangements and Marital Status Total Male Female 
Married, living with spouse 16 9 7 
Single, widowed, separated or divorced, 
living in own home 12 1 11 
Single, widowed, separated or divorced, 
living with relatives 11 2 9 
Single, widowed, separated or divorced, 
boarding with friends 6 0 6 
Single, widowed, separated or divorced, 
living in rooming houses, b.ote ls or 
institutions 28 3 25 
Total '73 15 58 
The family is the basic social unit in which the ability 
to form relationships has been learned and .from which the 
lasting satisfactions of life are gained. In our changing 
culture the structure of the family has also changed, so that 
older persons are frequently excluded from the homes of young-
er relatives because of smaller apartment.s and insufficient 
earnings to support both the younger family and the older 
persons. 
In the living arrangements of the seventy-three applicants 
we see something of this trend. There we r e nine married 
couples totalling sixteen individuals in their own homes. Two 
wives were not counted because their age.s were fifty-two and 
forty-seven. Of the single persons, including those who had 
never been married, those who were widowed, and those who had 
been separated or divorced, twelve were still living alone in 
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the home or apartment in which they had been living during 
their middle years, eleven were living with children or sib-
lings, six were boarding with friends and twenty-eight were 
living in rooming houses, hotels or boarding home.s. Fifty-
three and four tenths per cent lived in their own homes or 
homes of relatives while 46.6 per cent lodgedwith strangers, 
or outside private households. In the gene.ral population of 
the United States sixty years of age and older 91 per cent 
live in private households with relatives and only 9 per cent 
lodge with strangers or outside private households,l so this 
latter group is five times as large as in .the general popu-
lation. 
TABIE V 
NATIONALITY OF APPLICANTS 
National Origin 
United States 
Foreign born 
Canada 7 
Europe 17 
South America 1 
Australia 1 
Total 
Number of Percentage 
Applicants 
47 64.4 
26 35.6 
73 100.0 
More than one-third of all the applicants were foreign 
born: from Canada, England, Ireland, Scotland, Italy, Belgium, 
1. u. s. Bureau of Census, op. cit., Tables IV and ii 
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Denmark, Poland, Brazil and Australia. Of the twenty-six 
foreign born, sixteen have become naturalized citizens, six 
were aliens and four records did not . indicate citizenship. 
All but one spoke English fluently. 
TABIE VI 
OCCUPATIONS OF APPLICANTS DURING PRODUCTIVE YEARS 
Occu:Qational Classification To.tal Male Female 
Professional 16 2 14 
Clerical and sales ll 5 6 
Craftsmen 3 1 2 
Domestic service, private households 5 5 
Service workers 6 1 5 
Laborers 4 4 
No gainful employment 26 26 
Occupation unknown 2 2 
Total 73 15 58 
All of these applicants had reached the age where retire-
ment takes place. Much current .tho.ught .and study is being 
given to the problem of employment. for older persons. It is 
well to note the occupations in which .. the.s.e individuals had 
engaged during their productive years and the type of occupa-
tions in which they were employed, either full or part-time, 
at the time of application as shown in Table VII. Table VI 
is arranged according to the classifications of occupations 
for the United States Census. The profes.sienal group included 
a doctor, teachers, . trained nurses, soc.ial workers, musicians 
and authors. The cle.rica.l and sales .. group .included bookkeepers, 
secretaries, accountants, real es.tate .deale.rs and .salespeople. 
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The craftsmen were toolmakers and a decorat.or and tailoress. 
Domestic service workers were housekeepers and cooks employed 
in private households. Service workers included domestic 
nurses, charwomen .and lodging house kee.pe.rs. "No gainful 
employment" was the classification used for homemakers, married 
or widowed, who had had no other employment. Laborers were 
those with no skills or trade who were employed by the day or 
seasonally. 
Thirty-five per cent were never gainfully employed, 22 
per cent were in the professions, 19.2. per . cent were the so-
called "white collar" workers, 15 per c.ent were in domestic 
service, 5.5 per cent were laborers and 2.7 per cent were 
undesignated. This mate.rial was the only thing available 
which could be used as a crude measuring device for the maxi-
mum social and economic status achieved by the applicants 
during their middle years. Not enough information was found 
about the occupations . of the de.ceased hus.bands to be. included 
in this table. 
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TABlE VII 
EMPLOYMENT STATUS AT TIME OF APPLICATION BY SEX 
Em2lo:i!!!ent Status Total Male Female 
Employed 11 3 8 
Full time 4 1 3 
Part time 7 2 5 
Unemployed 62 12 50 
Never gainfully employed 26 0 26 
Retired because of age 15 5 10 
Poor health 16 6 10 
Unable to find work 5 1 4 
Total 73 15 58 
At the time of application eleven or 15 per cent of the 
individuals were employed and of these only four were employed 
full time: a teacher, a charwoman, and two rooming house 
keepers, all of whom were contemplating retiremen.t. Seven 
were employed part time: three servants, two pra.ctical nurses, 
a salesman and a writer. Among the unemployed who were look-
ing for work, all were found to have some. physical limitation 
which would interfere with normal occupations. 
With 85 per cent of the applicants out of the labor 
market and most of the remaining 15 per cent contemplating 
retirement it is of interest t .o observe the source. of finan-
cial support at the time of application. 
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TABIE VIII 
SOURCE OF INCOME AT APPLICATION BY SEX 
Source of Income . Total Male Female 
No income 18 5 13 
Public assistance 13 2 11 
Support from relatives 4 0 4 
Savings and pensions 27 5 22 
Earnings of self or spouse 4 2 2 
Income from mora than .one source 7 1 6 
Total 73 15 58 
At the time of application seventeen or 23.3 per cent had 
an a de qua te inc.ome with no pros pe.ct of financia.l dependency. 
Thirty-eight or 52 per cent were supporting themselves to 
varying degrees with income from one or more sources, includ-
ing various forms of public assistance.. The largest single 
source of support was from . savings. and .. pens ions. Many of the 
applicants in this group were faced .with . dwind.ling .resources 
and were in need of immediat.e planning to meet. their imminent 
financial dependency. Eighteen parsons or 24.7 par cent had 
no income from any source .at the time of application. 
TABlE IX 
PHYSICAL HEALTH AT TIME OF APPLICATION 
State of Health 
Good health 
Chronic disease, not disabling 
Chronic disease, disabling 
Acute disease 
Total 
No. of individuals 
22 
29 
20 
2 
'73 
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To evaluate the health of the client at application, 
classifications were determined according to the effect of the 
physical condition upon ability to care for oneself. Persons 
in good health included those with minor complaint.s which were 
of a transitory nature. Persons with chronic disease but not 
disabled were those who could care for .themse.lves or those who 
were homebound and needed some attention. from other persons. 
Persons disabled with chronic disease were those who were bed-
ridden or with such serious physical limitations that they 
needed constant attendance. 
The diagnoses of chronic dise.ase.s with which individuals 
were not disabled were: eight cases of partial blindness 
caused by cataracts or glaucoma, seven cases of arthritis, six 
cases of cardio-vascular disease, . two cases each of diabetes 
and post-operative cancer, one each of. cys.titis, Meniere's 
disease and tuberculosis. 
Among the individuals who we.re disabled .were found eight 
cases of cardio-vascular disease involving some paralysis, 
four cases of debili.ty due to extreme, age, three .cases of 
senile psychosis, diagnosed by no.t . institutionalized, two 
cases of cancer, and one each of tuberculosis, cirrhosis of 
the liver and pernicious anemia. The acute illnesses were 
of persons who had previously been in good health and were 
pneumonia and a fractured knee. 
Age seems to have some relationship to the state of 
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physical health £or the median age of those in good health was 
68.5 years, with non-dis.ab ling chronic disease 69.5 years, and 
with disabling chronic disease 71 years. It is o£ interest 
that 70 per cent of the individuals had some physi.cal illness 
at the time of application, but that as of February 28, 1951 
only five of the seventy-three persons were. deceased. 
TABIE X 
ME:r>TTAL HEALTH AT TIME OF APPLICATION 
State of Mental Hea.l .th 
Mentally alert 
Early senility 
Psychotic trends 
Advanced senility 
Total 
No. of Individuals 
41 
8 
12 
12 
73 
This table shows an arbitrary division of the observable 
mental characteristics of the applicants as described by the 
caseworker and their effect upon the adjustment of the indi-
vidual to his environment. 
A gradual wearing down of energy, a decline in respon-
siveness, a waning of initiative and of creative imagina-
tion, a narrowing of interests, egocentricity and a 
certain warping of personality must be looked upon as a 
normal involutionary process operating with the passage 
of time ••• From these mild, senescent mental changes 
there is a sliding scale to the extreme impoverishment 
of mental resources that characterize senile dementia. 1 The dividing line may be a matter of individual opinion. 
The following cr.iteria were established from the recorded 
material. 
1. Noyes, Arthur P., Modern Clinical Psychiatry, p. 236 
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Mentally alert.: no observable departure from normal mental 
functioning to interfere with the individual's adjustment. 
Early senility: some loss of memory~ slight loss of confidenc 
fear~ rigidity of response and impairment of judgment. 
Psychotic t r ends: intensification .of personality type as 
shown in marked withdrawal~ depression~ elation~ anxiety~ 
suspiciousness or noticeable obsessions or delusions. 
Advanced senility: marked narrowing of interests. extreme 
forgetfulness~ mental confusion~ loss of acuity in senses with 
conspicious physical deterioration. 
TABIE XI 
CORRELATION OF MENTAL AND PHYSICAL HEALTH AT APPLICATION 
Mental Health 
Physical Health Total Alert !Early Psychotic ~dvanced 
Senility Trends Senility 
Good health 22 16 2 2 2 
Chronic disease, 
not disabling 29 16 5 6 2 
Chronic Disease, 
disabling 20 9 1 3 '7 
Acute illness 2 l . l 
Total '73 41 8 12 12 
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TABIE XII 
SOURCE OF REFERRAL 
Referring Person or Agency No. of Persons Referred 
Personal referral by client 15 
Other persons: relatives, friends, 
ministers, doctors 23 
Hospitals and health services 14 
United Community Services l2 
Other social agencies 8 
Department of Public Welfare 1 
Total 73 
It is commonly accepted that "The casework process is 
set in motion whenever someone becomes conscious that he bas 
a social need and that h.e must have help w.ith it"l and comes 
himself to the social agency because. of his anxiety. With 
older clients, many referrals are made because . of . the anxiety 
of some person in the community rather than that of the client. 
Fifteen persons, or 20.5 .per cent c.ame by personal referral 
and there are various reasons why this is such a small percent-
age. The person may not know. about . casework services, or be 
too fearful to come himself, or so ill or infirm that he can-
not come. Twenty-three or 31.5 per cent were referred by 
individual citizens who did know about. casework and wanted the 
service for the client. Thirty-five or 48 per cent were refer-
red by social agencies: the United Community Services, .private 
1. Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of .Social Casework. 
P• 35-36 
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agencies, hospitals and other health agencies. Only one case 
was referred by the Department of Public Welfare. 
TABIE XIII 
PRESENTING PROBlEM AT REFERRAL 
Presenting Problem 
Financial Need 
Housing 
Family Relations and 
Personal Adjustment 
Health 
Employment 
Protective Service 
Leisure Time Activities 
Total 
No. of Persons 
32 
25 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
'73 
Financial support and a place to live were the presenting 
problems of <'78 per cent of the individuals referred. Thirty-
two of the clients or 43.8 per cent. were without any income or 
had insufficient income to provide for the basic necessities 
to maintain their standard of living. Some wanted advice 
about community resources for. financial aid or he.lp in plan-
ning ways to conserve or supplemen.t their. dwindling. res,ources. 
Twenty-five persons or 34.2 per cent asked for help in 
making a change in their living arrangements, or for informa-
tion about or help in finding institut.iona.l care, rooms, board-
ing places or nursing homes. 
Four persons asked for help in personal and .family rela-
tionships: 1 an eighty-four year old man who wanted to complain 
about the treatment he rece.ived at the welfare department, an 
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eighty-year old woman who was worried about her fifty-three 
year old alcoholic son, and a sixty-four year old, retired 
business couple who were having marital .difficulties after 
six weeks of marriage. 
Four referrals involved care for ill persons: one young 
wife wanted to find a companion for her aged husband who was 
ill with heart trouble so that she could resume her employment; 
one request was for an. oxygen tent which was recommended by a 
doctor for a sixty-two year old woman with heart trouble; a 
sixty-five year old woman wanted help in caring for her mental-
ly ill husband; and a retired Army nurse asked for help in 
planning for terminal care for her acute.ly ill sister. 
Three persons came in regard to employment: .a seventy-
three year old woman, recently widowed and .never employed; 
a sixty year old man with heart trouble who thought employment 
would solve all his problems; and a sixt.y year old woman who 
had recently lost her business because of financial. difficul-
ties. 
Protective service was asked for three persona: a niece 
living in the West asked that a social worker visit her eighty 
year old aunt for whom she had hired a nurse so that she could 
be assured that the aged woman .was getting good care; a former 
employer was concerned a bout her eighty-two year old, retired 
cook who was an invalid and was being care.d for by an eighty-
nine year old friend; and a doc.tor feared that an eighty year 
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old patient was not getting the proper care in the home of a 
relative. This service does not necessarily involv.e casework 
but it is a protection to the helpless aged which a.lso promotes 
good-will in the comm1.m.ity • . 
Two requests pertained to leisure time activities: one 
was for the repair of a radio. for an . invalid and the other was 
for information about where a seventy-two year old, retired 
school teacher could learn to cook. 
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CHAPTER V 
MEETING THE NEEDS OF THE AGED CLIENT 
The most frequent problems at the time of referral were 
financial need and housing. These needs for physical security 
were easily recognized by the client or othe.r persons in the 
environment and were the things about which the client could 
talk and for which he had a right to ask help. During the 
diagnostic study and treatment period other problems frequent-
ly emerged so that as many as six of .the different problems 
listed in Table XIII were handled with a single client. Sixty-
three clients were. given help in two or more of these problem 
areas. The presenting problems lis.ted in Table XIII repre-
sented all the different kinds of needs. of aged clients. The 
presenting problem was not necessarily the basic problem which 
needed to be resolved in order to help. the c.lients achieve a 
satisfactory adjustment to their total life situations. 
TABIE XIV 
PROBlEMS GIVEN CONSIDERATION 
WITH SEVENTY-THREE CLIENTS DURING TREATMENT 
Problem No. of Clients with the Problem 
Personal Adjustment 
Financial Need 
Housing 
Health 
Emploj'Dlent 
Leisure Time Activity 
Family Relations 
Protective Service 
56 
36 
33 
24 
17 
16 
9 
3 
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This table shows the problems treated in the order of the 
frequency with which they appeared. While personal adjust-
ment was a presenting problem in only four cases~ it appeared 
in fifty-six cases and was the one mos.t frequently handled in 
trea. tment. Financial need~ recognized. as a reality factor~ 
was presented as the original pr.oblem . by thirty-two clients 
and given consid.erat.ion in the treatment of thirty-six clients 
Housing needs~ also a reality factor~ was presented as the 
problem by twenty-five clients and handled .during treatment 
with thirty-three clients. The complexity and number of 
problems in each individual case .can .be s.een. by .a .more de-
tailed analysis of the cases in which these three problems~ 
financial need, housing and personal adjustment, appeared to 
be the basic ones. 
~ Problem . of. Financial Need 
TABIE XV 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF OTHER PROBlEMS 
IN CASES OF FINANCIAL NEED 
Problem 
Financial Need 
Personal Adjustment 
Housing 
Employment 
Health 
Leisure Time Activities 
Family Relationships 
No. of cases in 
which it occurred 
36 
32 
15 
12 
10 
5 
2 
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Financial need was treated in thirty-six cases or with 
50 per cent of all the clients. Excluding the cases involving 
the problem of housing, there were twenty-one persons whose 
basic problem was financial need. By the end of the diagnos-
tic study it was found that ten were without any income, five 
had almost exhausted their savings, two were earning small 
amounts and were being helped by relatives, three were receiv-
ing inadequate public assistance grants, and one was without 
support due to the recent death of her husband who had been 
the wage earner. 
During treatment the problem of financial need was met 
by helping two persons become self-supporting through employ-
ment, ten to establish eligibility for and accept. old age 
assistance and nine to apply for general re lie.f through the 
Department of Public Welfare. 
With the solution of this basic problem these individuals 
were able to use help in other .areas during the treatment 
period. Personal adjustment and housing will be discussed 
later. In the area of employment . twelve clients were helped: 
two were able to find full time employment and five were able 
to find jobs which they later had to relinquish because of 
declining physical or mental health, four were helped in their 
adjustment to retirement because of ill health and one because 
of age. 
Health was a serious problem in ten of these same cases. 
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Six had non-disabling chronic diseases: four with cardio-
vascular disease and two with arthritis. Four had disabling 
chronic diseases: two with acute heart failure accompanying 
cardio-vascular disease, one with cancer and one with perni-
cious anemia. During treatment adequate medical care was 
arranged for these clients. 
With lessened anxiety regarding financial need, five 
persons became interested. in leisure time activities: one man 
was taught to make leather belts by the occupational therapist, 
one woman was encouraged to write poetry for publication and 
three became members of recreational clubs . for older persons. 
Family relationships were considered in. two cases: one 
of the young wife of anaged, incapacitated husband; and the 
other of a dependent unemployed middle-.age.d .s.on who, in being 
helped to become less emotionally dependent upon his mother, 
eventually found a business partner, improved hi.seconomic 
status and achieved a mor.e satisfactory adjustment in his life. 
Miss B. lo<:>ked at her empty pocketbook and the empty 
room in her apartment and knew the t .ime had come when 
she needed help. She had he.ard . of .soc.ia.l agencies through 
the Red Feather Drive and ca.lled the United Connnunity 
Services to find out who could help her. She was refer-
red to the Department for Older People. Miss B. had 
worked for many ye:ars as a domestic nurse for wealthy 
families, had been extremely well paid and had travelled 
widely with the families who had employed her. She 
saved her money so that when she retired she thought 
she had enough to provide for her financial security 
as long as she would live. She and her sister rented 
an apartment so that they could live together and do 
the things they had always wanted to do and bad never 
had time to accomplish. Subsequently they both developed 
cancer. Medical expenses were s .o high that the sister's 
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savings were soon exhausted and Miss B. assumed the 
responsibility for the care o£ her sister as well as 
herself. Miss B. was hospi t .alized for surgery and 
during this period her sister died. She was recon-
ciled to this but grieved that she had not been able 
to care £or her sister during her final illness. 
Now at the age of seventy-nine her savings were gone 6 
her income was $113 a year 6 her bank balance was only $5, and she needed $45 immediately to pay her rent. 
She had heard about old age assistance but she had 
not applied because she had no birth certificate, she 
was afraid she would be forced to move, and she could 
not face asking for charity. All she had been able 
to think was that if her former employers knew o£ her 
plight they would help her. The caseworker assured 
her it would be all right for her to ask them, and 
then helped her to express he.r fee lings about charity 
and being dependent and What it would mean to her to 
apply for old age assistance. Although she was not 
a citizen and therefore ineligible for old age assis-
tance, through the help of the caseworker she was 
given relief from both public and private funds. On 
the basis of her original request this much help should 
have been all she wanted. But she had other fears she 
talked about: did she still have cancer 6 what would 
happen to her if she did 6 how lonely she was and her 
need for a family. The worker made arrangements and 
took her to the hospital for a physical examination 
and she was reassured that she no longer had cancer. 
Her room was advertized . in the .. daily papers and a 
satisfactory tenant was found. 
In the past Miss B. had made a series of good adjust-
ments: to retirement 6 to illness, even to the death 
of her sister 6 but financial insecurity added to these 
created a crisis to which she could not adjust without 
help. The relief from anxiety through sharing her 
fears 6 the provision of financial security through 
relief, the provision of a pseudo-family through her 
tenants were all a part of the casework treatment. At 
the end of seven months she was able to function with-
out the support of the caseworker and her adjustment 
was satisfactory so the case was closed. 
In the case of Mrs. G. the problem first presented was 
I 
also financial need but the factors in her life were quite 
different from Miss B. She was sixty-four years old and she 
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was being treated for cardio-vascular disease which would be-
come worse. The hospital social worker . referred her because 
she complained of not having the proper food and no money. 
Mrs. G. came to the office and with little hesitancy 
told the worker all she needed was plenty of food and 
a good home. These were the only terms in which she 
could express her feeling of rejection and need of 
affection and status. With some guidance from the 
worker she was able to tell something of the more im-
portant events of her life. She was a negro, born in 
the South, came to Boston in late adolescence, married 
at the age of twenty-two and had two sons. Her husband 
died about fourteen years before. She continued to 
live alone in the same apartment .. and worked in a laun-
dry until the last year. Then her health was such that 
she did not feel able to continue, so she gave up her 
job and moved in with her younger son who had always 
been her favorite. He was a city fireman, his wife 
was good to her, and she adored his children. He was 
accidentally killed last fall and this was so upsetting 
to her that she had not yet recovered from the shock of 
it. While she was living in his home the Department of 
Public Welfare had aided her. Relief was discontinued 
when she collected a small insurance polie.y which she 
had carried on the life of her son. She did not feel 
she could be dependent on her widowed da.ughter-in-law 
who had the children to support, so she went to live 
with her older son. Here she was very unhappy and she 
described the cause of it .as being the fact that her 
daughter-in-law cooked food which she did not like and 
could not eat. 
In less than a year Mrs. G. had been faced with adjust-
ment to the loss of employment, financial dependence, 
poor health, a subordinate place in a son's home, and, 
with the death of her favorite son, the severance of 
a deep affectional tie. Being reduced to a state of 
childish dependence she could only say she was not 
properly fed and that if she had money of her own she 
would be happy. 
Mrs. G. had been able to adjust to the other periods 
of unsettlement until she was confronted with the loss 
of any money of her own. Then she was comp.lete ly un-
adjusted, confused and depre.ssed. The worker under-
took to modify this one aspe.ct. in an effort to bring 
about a better adjustment between Mrs. G. and her 
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total environment. The three areas of activity were 
the clinic~ the Department of Public Welfare, and the 
relatives. From the clinic the worker learned the 
extent of her physical difficulties and that the 
prognosis was guarded. From the welfare department 
she learned that Mrs. G. could apply for general 
relief and that her son had alread.y tried to secure 
proof of age to establish her eligibility for old age 
assistance. She would be sixty-five within a few 
months but there was still the question of need since 
her son and his wife were earning enough to support 
her without public aid. From the son the worker 
learned that his mother had just appeared one day, 
announcing that she had come there to live. He and 
his wife both worked. His mother had peculiar ideas 
about food, wanting only meat to eat, and he did not 
want nor could he afford to adjust his usual mode of 
living to meet his mother's demands. 
The worker helped the son see that these demands were 
a part of his mother's reaction .to her state of de-
pendency and he realized that she would be happier 
with a little income of her own. He could not give 
her any money but he was willing t .o help get public 
assistance for her. The worker had a number of inter-
views with the various public assistance workers, 
interceding in behalf of Mrs. G. and interpreting her 
need for some income of her own. Although the son 
did earn enough to make his mother ineli.gible by a 
strict interpretation of the law, the worke.r succeeded 
in getting a small monthly allowance .for clo.thing and 
in1cidentals for Mrs. G. 
Meanwhile, to restore a little self-esteem, the worker 
provided money and accompanied Mrs. G. while she pur-
chased some much-needed. clothing. She .continued to be 
depressed, felt unwanted and worthless. But within 
a short time after she began to receive old age assis-
tance Mrs. G. became much less depresse.d and confused. 
She expressed the feeling that with money in her 
pocket she could begin to live again. At the end of 
six months she was less demanding at home, attended 
clinic regularly~ and thus achieved a more satisfying 
adjustment to the irreversible change of status in her 
life, and the cas.e was closed. 
Various community resources were used to meet the finan-
cial needs of these older clients. Public assistance is the 
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right of every citizen in need and is the basic financial 
resource of persons who are no longer employable and whose 
other assets are depleted. Old Age Benefits are hel~ful to 
those who have worked in specified indus .. tries. If Mrs. G. 
had been employed in a large commerical laundry this would 
have been a resource for her at the age of sixty-five. Private 
relief funds are limited and are used pr.imarily to facilitate 
treatment and to supplement public relief by providing for 
essential needs over and above the bare necessities of life. 
The use of part time employment is ano.ther resource. 
Such work as domestic service, acting as a companion, baby-
sitting, sewing, crocheting, craft work and modeling are all 
used at various times. The resources are limited at present 
and the caseworkers are serving on committees to study em-
ployment resources for older people because there is a need 
to stimulate community interest and action in this field. 
The casework agency specializing in work with older 
people becomes familiar with these various resources and main-
tains a good relationship with private and public employment 
services and relief agencies so that they can make this know-
ledge and experience available to the clients when they need 
it. 
~ Problem 2f Housing 
Housing was the basic problem with thirty-five individuals 
as shown in Table XIV. In the same cases other problems were 
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also treated. 
TABIE XVI 
FREQUENCY OF OCCURRENCE OF OTHER PROBLEMS 
IN CASES OF HOUSING NEEDS 
Problem 
Housing 
Personal Adjustment 
Financial Need 
Health 
Employment 
Leisure Time Activities 
Family Relationships 
No. of cases in 
which it occurred 
35 
27 
15 
11 
6 
5 
5 
During the diagnostic study of these thirty-five indi-
viduals it was found that fourteen were living in their own 
homes or with relatives: one man lived with his wife who was 
not counted because of her age, six lived alone in their 
apartments, four 11 ved wi.th sib lings., and three lived in the 
homes of adult children. Six lived in boarding homes. Fif-
teen were lodging outside of priva.te households: ten in 
rooming houses and . five in hotels. These individuals had no 
cooking facilities which neces.sitated ea.ting. most of their 
meals in restaurants. 
At the end of the period studied only three out of the 
thirty-five remained in their .own home.s. Ten were in board-
ing homes • . Eighteen were lodging out.side private households: 
two in institutions, eight in nursing homes, two at their 
plaoes of employment and six in rooming houses. Two had moved 
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outside the state, and two had died. 
The community resources for meeting the housing needs of 
the dependent aged person are very limited. The registry of 
nursing homes is helpful in finding vacancies in licensed 
nursing homes for the physically disabled client. But there 
is no comparable source of information about boarding homes. 
To find a boarding place at the rate allowed by the Department 
of Public Welfare is very difficult and taxes the resources 
of the caseworker. If a place cannot be found among the 
friends or acquaintances of the client, newspaper advertising 
is used. No study is made of the possible home so the client 
frequently is dissatisfied and wants to change after a short 
period of residence. Inexpensive one-room apa.rtments with 
elevator service are non-existent. This type of housing would 
be the answer to the needs of many of the clients who other-
wise have to go into the more expensive and less satisfying 
nursing homes for indefinite periods of time. 
Rearrangements in living quarters because. of lowered 
income, loss of family by death, or failing health had fre-
quently been taking place before the client became known to 
the agency. Referral usually took place at a time of crisis 
when the client was unable to make further .adjustments him-
self. The caseworker was required to find a place for the 
client to live immediately. This was necessary but was not 
the only thing needed to help the client in his total adjust-
.. ;To. I , H ![:RSITY 
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ment. 
In fifteen of these cases financial need was also evident. 
Only four of these clients had any regula.r income and in each 
case this was insufficient for their basic needs. Four had 
been living on savings which were almost depleted, three had 
no income from any source, and four were receiving some form 
of public assistance. During the treatment period two became 
self-supporting through e!!lployment, and the remaining thirteen 
applied for and received some. form of public assistance. 
Seven of these were helped through the transitional period 
with private relief funds obtained thr.ough .the Family Society 
of Greater Boston. 
In six of these same cases considerat.ion was given to 
employment and retirement.. The two clients previously refer-
red to under housing and financial need found work as com-
panions to aged persons. The one. woman had never been gain-
fully employed, having been the wife of a wealthy business 
man, but at the age of sixty she was without funds and chose 
employment as a means of solving some of her problems. The 
other was a former social worker who at the age of sixty-seven 
became a companion-housekeeper. An unemployed domestic 
service worker, a former client of .the agency, came back for 
help in finding a place to live while . looking for another job. 
A distinguished looking eighty-four year o.ld writer was helped 
to become a model in an art school. A teacher was helped to 
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make retirement plans which included part time work in an 
institution where she could teach retarded children. 
Eleven of these clients had health problems which had to 
be considered in planning for a place to live. Eight had 
disabling chronic diseases, one was senile, and two had non-
disabling diseases. At the end of the treatment period, four 
had been given terminal care and had died, five were in nursing 
homes, one remained in her own home and received medical care, 
and one woman who was blind chose to live. in a rooming house 
and eat her meals in restaurants, managing quite adequately 
in spite of her handicap. 
Family relationships were impor.tant in five cases. One 
man was unwanted by his son and was helped to accept boarding 
care. Two mothers had problems with adult sons, one psychotic, 
the other alcoholic. In the latter case the son was also 
given ten treatment interviews. Two cases were. ofmothers who 
were paralyzed and the daughters were helped .to plan for 
nursing home care for them. 
Five cases involved planning for leisure time activities. 
A radio was repaired to provide entertainment .for a tubercular 
man. The blind woman found a marimba which was purchased for 
her so that ·she could give musical programs in nursing homes 
and settlement houses. She also became a member of a club 
for older persons in a settlement house. Her earlier tap 
dancing ability was revived. and she added this. to her enter-
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ment program. One client became interested in church activi-
ties and two others became members of various clubs sponsored 
by the agency. 
Mrs. A. was sixty-eight when she had a "shock" which left 
her partially paralyzed. She was ready to be discharged 
from the hospital but had no place to go because her 
daughter was a business woman who could not stay home and 
nurse her. The daughter could not find a nursing home 
for her, so a friend suggested that she come to the Depart-
ment for Older People for advice. The problem of finding 
a nursing home for Mrs. A. was a simple matter to solve, 
but the problem of finding a nursing home that Miss A. 
could accept for her mother was a much more complicated 
one. The hospital social worker had tried to help her 
and had inquired about relief for the mother who was not 
a citizen. Miss A. was faced with having to move from 
her apartment and could not make up her mind whether to 
look for a place large enough to .also accommodate her 
mother or a small apartment just for herself. The hospi-
tal was insisting that Mrs. A. be moved and had even 
recommended a nursing home for her, but Miss A. was so 
confused and depressed that she saw many things wrong 
with the home .and could not put her mother there. 
Because she could not decide on the type of care for her 
mother, the caseworker helped her. recognize the signifi-
cance of her anxiety and encouraged her to verbalize her 
feelings • . She had two brothers but at no time did she 
reveal anything but positive feelings toward them and 
showed no resentment at having to support the mother 
without their help. She did not express any deep emo-
tional attachment for her mother, and showed some embar-
rassment that her mother had lived thirty-eight years 
in this country without learning to speak English or 
becoming a citizen. She had a calm acceptance of her 
status in the family. Her feelings of guilt could only 
be expressed in relation to the fact that her mother 
wanted to came home and she could not care for her and 
continue to work. 
She felt so guilty about this that she could scarcely 
make herself visit her mother at the hospital. The 
worker reassured her that a nursing home was needed for 
her mother and offered to help her in locating one that 
she would approve of and could aff.o.rd • . When Miss A. 
could make no decision. the worker accompanied her to 
visit a prospective nursin.g home. With this support 
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MissA. was able to make her decision and moved her 
mother to this nursing home which .was located in a sub-
urban community. She went to visit her mother every 
night until she was physically exhausted by the long 
hours of travel. She could .not decide about her own 
living arrangements. She said she had always been able 
to decide what to do to keep her life running smoothly 
but now she felt like a child falling .apart. The worker 
helped her see that this was a major. turning point in 
her life, to evaluate her social relationships and to 
accept her ambivalent feelings ab.out her mother. Miss A. 
began to see that her mother would never recover, and 
that she needed to plan for facing the years ahead with-
out her. At this point supplementation was offered to 
relieve Miss A. from the anxiety created by having to 
spend so much of her salary for nur.sing home care. She 
was given encouragement to visit her mother less fre-
quently when she expressed this desire. and to take a 
much needed vacation when she had .. th.e opportunity to 
trave 1 with friends. The agenc.y cont.inues .t .o supplement 
financially and Miss A. makes .us.e of. her re.lationship 
with the worker whenever her mother arouses so much 
guilt that she fe.els she must take her from the nursing 
home to her own home. 
It has not been possible to work with the mother because 
of the language barrier and . the mental deterioration 
which bas taken place due to the brain damage.. Nursing 
home care was essential for the physical well-.being of 
Mrs. A., but in order to provide this, it b.as been 
necessary to work through the problems of . .finance and 
the mother-daughter relat.ionship. 
Miss G. was also referred because of a housing difficulty 
but she presented quite a different picture from Mrs. A. 
Miss G. was in the hospital being treated for bronchial 
asthma and was ready for discharge. She .. was sixty-eight 
years old and was a public school teacher. The. ps.ychia-
trist said her severe attacks of asthma usually occurred 
at vacation times and were accompanied by psychotic over-
tones. Until the last year Miss .G • . had . liv.ed in a woman's 
residential hotel. She bad .been forced .to move and had 
taken a room in a near-by, but poorly run, residential 
hotel which was causing her some .. anxiety. She had been 
contemplating retirement which added .fur.ther to her 
anxiety. The psychiatrist thought she nee.ded help in 
finding a more desirable place in which to live, and he 
reconnnended a change inwork, perhaps getting aposition 
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as a companion. 
The psychosomatic illness, the psychotic trends, the 
imminent question of retirement, made this much more 
complex than simply finding Miss G. another room in 
which to live. To know what kind of li.ving arrangements 
she would need the worker wanted to know what kind of 
a person she had always been, and .her .early history was 
significant. Her mother had been married, moved to a 
new home and widowed all within one year. She was a 
clinging, dependent person who closed up .the house and 
moved in with a sister and her husband immediately after 
her husband's funeral t .o await the birth of her child. 
Miss G. was brought up in the house with her cousins 
as though they were siblings and. she . was often confused 
because she had two mothers and. one father. Her mother 
lavished all her a.ffection on the .child, keeping her 
always a lovely little girl. Mi.ss G • . took over the sup-
port of he.r mother when she was very young, teaching at 
a lower salary to remain with he.r mother, whe.n she could 
have earned more. by mo.ving to a ci.ty. When Miss G. was 
fifty her mother. died after a . brief illness. She, like 
her mother before her, never went back. to her home after 
leaving it the day of the funeral, moving away from the 
village, although she .con.tinued to teach there. Her 
strong emotional at.tachment. for her .aunt . . and uncle 
carried her over this per.iod. But. they hav.e been dead 
for a number of years. After their deaths Miss G. 
moved to the residential club which provided her with 
a kind of family feeling. A woman doctor living there 
became a very close friend as. well as her physician. 
Having to move last year left her bereft of any kind of 
family relationship. 
Miss G. was unusually success.ful as a teacher and the 
school principal was eager for her to continue to teach 
until she became seventy and adjusted her responsibili-
ties outside the .class.room .so that she would not be 
over-fatigued • . Miss G. was .unrealistic in the way she 
had . arranged her life. She was trying to .cook her 
meals in her hotel room and she knew nothing about 
cooking or nutrition. She paid $3 a day for a taxi to 
take her to and .from school. Early in the treatment 
she thought she wanted to retire and find . a place to 
board. The worke.r found an excellent. place for her but 
she could not go, giving as a reas.on that she could not 
dispose of her pots and pans. When the worker talked 
with her, suggesting that if so slight a reason could 
dissuade her, perhaps it was because she did not want 
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to retire, she decided it was and she returned to teach-
ing. This vascillation was to be expected and it was 
only as she made the decision for herself that she 
could be comfortable. The worker . tried to give her some 
slight insight into the real reasons for her behavior 
but it only made her more anxious and. resistant so it 
was decided to keep the. treatment a supportive one. She 
spoke once of bow nice it was to have someone who was 
not Ujust a mother" to talk to, and the worker discovered 
that Miss G.'s friends were almost non-existent. When 
it neared vacation time she wanted to plan so that she 
would .not have t .o spend any money. Sbe had thought of 
being a companion to an old lady or doing something with 
children. The worker learned of the need for a volunteer 
at the Preventorium. This was a summer camp where Miss 
G. could do some teaching in r .eturn for maint.enance. It 
was a delightful surmner for her and because of her acti-
vity in arranging story hours, play activities and a 
field day she was paid as a regular counsellor. The 
worker visited her occasionally to encourage he.r in her 
work and at one time she said, "Other people always 
try to baby me, but you make me feel I can do things for 
myself." 
She returned to her final year of teaching willing to 
board near her school, although it meant living in the 
village she had abandoned at the. death of be.r mother. 
The worker had been active in finding the boarding 
home, but once found, Miss G. accepted it and adjusted 
to it quickly. She had no .more attacks of asthma and 
as it neared the Christmas holidays she planned a trip 
to Canada to vis.it friends. 
In thinking . of re.tirement plans Miss G • . needed a pro-
tected environment where she could be. useful and busy. 
She had often mentioned an e.arly d.esire to enter a con-
vent or to live near nuns. This wish and her ability 
to teach children, fitted her for a place which was 
.found early in the summer. A Catholic institution 
caring .for both aged women and children bad a long 
waiting list of women desiring admission, but could use 
her to assist with the teach.ing of the children. She 
was to have a room o.f her own, could have her meals in 
the same building and did not have to go out. of doors 
to attend church. Medical care would be .provided when 
necessary. The board rate was reduced . beca.use of her 
work and was well within her ability to pay. Miss G. 
went to visit the institution and like the nuns, appro-
ved of the arrangements and moved there thinking in 
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terms of it being the place where she could live during 
the years of her retirement, sheltered, useful and 
happy among the kind of people she liked beat. 
Miss G. is typical of the unadjusted client £aced with 
the changes brought about by age, but able to adjust with 
the help of a caseworker through the supportive relationship 
with her and the resources which the caseworker can make 
available through her knowledge of community resources. 
The Problem .2f Personal Adjustment 
Only four of the cases at intake were presented as prob-
lems of personal adjustment, but during the diagnostic study 
this was a basic problem withf1fty-six or 78 per cent of all 
the individuals. Achieving a better adjustment between the 
client and any or all of his total environment is the aim of 
casework and various methods may be us.ed in the treatment 
process to achieve this goal. To determine by what method 
the adjustment of the client was achieved the case records of 
the seventy-three clients were read and evaluated for treat-
ment techniques by both the writer and the supervisor of the 
department and the final decision was the result of their 
combined judgment. Most of the cases involved more than one 
type of treatment and in many an attempt was made to use all 
types, but £or the purpose of this study only the predominate 
type of treatment technique was chosen for classification. 
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TABIE XVII 
CASEWORK TREATMENT 
Type of Treatment 
No. of With With Person other 
Clients Client than Client 
Environmental Modification 
Psychological Support 
Clarification 
Insight 
No treatment attempted 
Total 
25 
32 
11 
3 
2 
73 
23 
26 
7 
3 
2 
61 
2 
6 
4 
12 
Approximately 37 per. cent of the parsons were treated 
by environmental modification as would be expected with per-
sons of advanced years. More interesting is the fact that 
41 per cent used psychological support, with or without en-
vironmental modification. The fears aroused by a crisis can 
immobilize a person, but when the anxiety is relieved the 
individual again becomes able to act for himself. Crises con-
' 
tinue to occur in the declining years so that supportive 
treatment may become a continuing. process wi.th the older 
elient. Clarification was attempted w.ith many: of the clients. 
With 15 per cent it was effective and when they understood 
what was happening to them and why, they were able to formu-
late their own plans for adjustment and carry them out with 
or without further support from the caseworker. Insight 
therapy was used with only three clients. With persons of 
advanced years it is necessary to go back so far to uncover 
the source of conflictual feelings that. the process may be-
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come too painful. Sufficient material in the present or 
near-present, dynamic situation can be used in cases where 
the client can tolerate insight. The same emotional reac-
i tions tend t o recur in a like situation, so what is observa-
I ble is the same or stronger reaction that occurred in the past 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Many of the older clients establish a relationship with the 
caseworker that has a strong transference element. The worker 
gains insight into the ego strengths and the defense mechanism 
used by the client but uses this in supportive treatment 
rather than attempting insight therapy, except with the un-
usual client. 
Tables XVIII and XIX were prepared to see what relation-
ship may exist between physical health, menta.l health and the 
type of treatment. 
TABIE XVIII 
DISTRIBUTION OF CLIENTS 
BY TYPE OF TREATMENT AND PHYSICAL HEALTH 
P _ hysical Health 
Type of Treatment Good Chronic !Disabling !Acute 
Total ~ealth Disease !Disease Illness 
Environmental 
Modification 23 5 11 5 2 
Psychological 
Support 26 10 12 4 
Clarifi cation 7 4 3 
Insight 3 3 
With others 12 2 10 
None 2 1 1 
Total 73 22 29 20 2 
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Environmental modification and psychological support 
would appear to be useful regardless of the state of the 
client's physical health. If the client is too infirm to be 
treated himself, these two methods are usually sufficient to 
help the person in the environment who is responsible for the 
client. Only clients in good health or who are slightly 
handicapped appear to find help through clarification and 
insight. 
TABIE XIX 
DISTRIBUTION OF CLIENTS 
BY TYPE OF TREATMENT AND MENTAL HEALTH 
Mental Health 
Type of Treatment Early Psychotic 
Total Alert Senility Trends 
Environmental 
Modification 23 12 2 3 
Psychological 
Support 26 15 6 5 
Clarification 7 5 2 
Insight 3 3 
With others 12 4 2 
None 2 2 
Total 73 41 8 12 
Advanced 
Senility 
6 
6 
12 
Environmental modification rests upon the activity of the 
worker and does not depend upon the mental condition of the 
I 
client. Psjychological support cannot be given persons who 
show marked mental deterioration in senility. It is e~~ective 
with the other degrees o~ mental health. Clari~ication depends 
upon good judgment and helped those who were alert or showed 
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some psychotic trends, but with no. impairment of judgment. 
Insight was only useful with a few of the mentally alert. 
In the case of Mrs. A. environmental modification by 
means of placing her in a nursing home. and providing . supple-
_ mental relief to assure the continuance of this type of care 
was successful although she was completely. disabled physically 
and showed marked mental deterioration. Miss B., who was 
mentally alert and in good physical health, was helped to a 
better personal adjustment by .environmental modification 
through the worker's efforts in securing public assistance 
and tenants which re.lieved . her financ.ial need. 
Miss G., with some psychotic trends and chronic asthma, 
was able to use psychological .support to achieve the best 
tot a 1 adjustment of her life. With the les.sening of her 
anxiety and considerable. environmental modif'icat.i.on on the 
part of the wo.rker she was able to test out various types of 
living arrangements and the use o:f he.r time unt.il she found a 
way of retirement that met her need for the securi.ty of a home 
and family and some kind of useful a .ctivity. 
Clarification is attempted in many .. ease.s but .is seldom 
the principal treatment technique, although it was the most 
useful in a bout 15 pe.r cent of the cases. 
Mrs. c. was sixty-six years old, in good health and 
mentally alert when she came. to the Department for 
Older People f'or marital eo.unseling • . She wa.s able to 
state her problem clearly and concisely which indicated 
to the worker that . by clarifying the problem she might 
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be able to solve it herself. Mrs. c. had married for 
the first time six weeks before. Finding it intolerable, 
she had taken a vacation. during. which she hoped to make 
up her mind about what to do. The. worker encouraged her 
to talk about herself and .. she told. of .being born in 
Maine, living most of he.r .life in New York and working 
as an accountant. . Her :vacation.a ware always spent in 
Maine and she. dreamed .of ret.iring. the.re and. buying a 
little cottage where she could live and. entertain her 
friends. 
Last year when she was sixty-five she carried out the 
life-time dream and .. was very happy., although a little 
lonely. Among the friends shemade in this new com-
munity was a sixty-eight year old man who .waa a widower. 
He also was lonely. Tlaey were attracted to each other 
and friends aided and abetted the . romance. Mrs. c. had 
always relied on the judgment of her friends in making 
decisions and she followed the .same . patte.rn in this 
matter. After six weeks of marriage she found herself 
bored and increasingly irl"itated by her husband.' a appear-
ance., his manner of speaking., the fact that he never 
wanted to be away from her presence, that his home was 
not as attractive as hers which had .. been sold., and that 
their friends were leaving them alone. She was sure 
her husband was fond of her, but. his daughter had remarked 
that nobody could live with him. The worker tried to 
dissociate this from the other factors, pointing out 
that the daughter might have reasons of her own for 
wanting to see the marriage fa.il. Mrs. c. could see that 
and said . she should not be .so influenced by what other 
people said, although. she .alw.aya was. If she had 
trusted her own judgment in the . first . place she would 
never be in this dilemma. 
In the latter part of the interview the worker tried to 
help Mrs. c. clarify her thinking. There was much more 
to this than adjus.tment to marriage. It was also ad-
justment to retirement and to c.ountry living. In regard 
to the boredom she felt, it might be due to the sudden 
change from the busy, hurrie.d .life . of a city business 
woman to that of a retired lady .. li.ving .in a small town. 
If she decided to . leave her husband, what would. she do? 
Mrs. c. did not know. for it would mean leaving town and 
abandoning her whole plan of re.tirement. Financially 
she would be all right, but even . a.fte.r only six weeks 
of living with someone she would. not_ .want .. t .o be alone 
again. She thought. she. w.ould go. back but the worker 
urged her tg take more .time to think . about. 1 t so she 
could be thoroughly satisfied with her decision. Mrs • . c. 
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stayed over and came in the following day for another 
interview. 
In the interim she had received a letter from her husband 
which she was eager to show the worker. She called atten-
tion to the good grammatical structure and hand writing, 
and commented that her husband had. graduated . .f.rom high 
school and had even thought once .of studying to be a 
doctor. She realized people in different localities had 
different ways of speaking and when this was pointed out 
by the worker, she decided that her husband .spoke in the 
same manner as others in the community. She wanted to 
be proud of her husband, his grammar had not annoyed her 
until he was her husband, but she thought now she could 
be more accepting of it. The letter indicated a good 
deal of understanding on the part of the husband and when 
the worker mentioned his tact and understanding, she 
bloomed under this mild praise and .. went on to extol his 
virtues. She concluded that if he really loved her he 
would have some dental work done to improve his appearance. 
At this point the worker focused her attention on three 
alternatives instead of the two as she had thought yester-
day. She could leave, she could go back with things as 
they were and accept them, or she could go back with a 
new outlook and program for making things different. From 
there on they discussed in grea.t detail how she could 
approach her husband in regard to having separate bed-
rooms, her need for a little time to herself, how they 
could cultivate common interests in reading, gardening 
and home decoration • . Mrs. c. became very enthusiastic 
and the worker pointed out that it would not be easy, she 
would experience the same irritation. as before, but it 
would be better to go back be. cause. it was what she wanted 
to do, rather than because there was no other alternative. 
It was better to go back with a determination to try to 
make a success of her marriage rather than to consider 
herself the unfortunate vietim of her own lack of fore-
sight and consider her days of suffering as a punishment. 
Mrs. c. said she had no idea two hours of talking to some-
body could make such a difference and be such a help in 
clearing up her own mind about what she wanted to do and 
added as she left, "Well, at least there will never be a 
dull moment." 
Four months later the worker received a note from Mrs. c. 
saying, "You asked me to let you know how things went 
with me and my husband. It was very helpful. to talk 
with you and I appreciate your sympathetic listening 
and advice. Since then I have adjusted myself, and my 
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husband and I are happy. I have made many friends · in 
our village and enjoy them with my husband. He has 
many very fine qualities which I appreciate more and 
more. My life is much fuller and more interesting 
and useful than when I lived alone." 
In the two hours of interviews the worker helped Mrs. c. 
to understand her own emotions and behavior1 to evaluate the 
attitude of her husband, to see how her own actions would 
affect other people and to think through the probable results 
of her contemplated action. When she looked clearly at the 
various alternatives and the probable results she was able 
to make her decision. From her letter it is evident that 
she made a wise decision and that as a result of it she 
achieved a satisfying adjustment in her marriage. 
When there is little opportunity or possibility to 
change the reality factors in the environment of aged persons, 
insight may be used with the mentally alert to help them de-
crease their anxiety and hostility so that they do not need 
to make such extensive use of destructive defense mechanisms 
which make them appear rigid and cantankerous. In the treat-
ment they relive some of their past emotional experiences and 
recognize how irrational and unnecessary their responses are. 
Mr. K. wandered into the office one day to ask for the 
name of an old age pension group to whom he could ex-
ress his critic isms of old age assistance. Pe.ople pay 
no attention to the complaints of an ind.ividual but 
they might to a group. Although the information was 
not available 1 he stayed with some hesitancy and talked 
at length. He expressed his fe.elings about the treat-
ment he had received from the old age assistance visi-
tor and bow it felt to be living 1n .a col9 1 miserable 
room in a poor neighborhood because .. it was the best he 
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could arrord on his allowance. Having vented his feel-
ings~ and sensing the worker's. warm acceptance~ he sat 
down to tell about his life. He was eighty-four years 
old, rather distinguished looking, small, erect and 
well-groomed. He was born in England, de.serted by his 
father when he was very young, went to work at the 
age of twelve, entered the British Army as soon as he 
was old enough and spent many years in India, China 
and the South Sea Islands. later he came_ to this 
country looking for his father, stayed. to establish a 
photographic business, and married a woman much younger 
than himself who never understood him .or his. aspirations. 
He brought out a little notebook in which were clippings 
of poems signed with his full name. He still had a 
strong urge to write. If he could live on a re.specta-
ble street, know the right people~ he could write and 
be much happier. He made an appointment to bring in his 
manuscripts and continue his interview with the case-
- worker. Thus began a casework relationship which has 
continued on a weekly basis for two years. 
At first he was unable to talk of the hurts he had suf-
fered throughout life though he unconsciously was ex-
pressing them in his poetry. In the collection of man-
scripts he brought in for his second interview was this 
poem: 
ttEach time he waits to face another day, 
His uselessness becomes more evident, 
For men with greying hair are turned away 
Despite the fact that they are competent. 
Life's tragedy is not in growing old. 
It is to be alone~ and have to cope 
With undisguised contempt as years unfold, 
And cling to life where there is little hope." 
The worker wondered if something of ourselves is not in 
anything that we write and Mr. K. looked a little alarmed 
and said he had neve.r thought his poems mirrored him-
self but this one certainly did. The worker sent some 
of his poems to a literary critic for evaluation and 
found a young student to help him to improve his literary 
form. She also provided relief in the form of a 
_ "Scholarship Fund" so that Mr. K. could have money to 
buy writing materials and pay postage to send his work 
to publishers. 
While these things were being done Mr. K. was able to 
talk about his frustrations, insecurity, and to relive 
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emotionally many of his past experiences. The one area 
he never mentioned was his deceased wife and his children 
whom the worker would not have known existed except 
through the agency record of the family from many years 
before. The nearest he ever came was to remark that the 
worker would be astonished if she knew some of his history 
and perhaps he could tell her sometime. Knowing the very 
deep area of unhappiness about these middle years and con-
sidering his advanced age the worker did not probe lest 
the pain aroused would be more than he could bear. But 
the worker helped him see that some of the painful ex-
periences he had lived through made it possible for him 
to express more accurately the feelings of others through 
his writings. 
He wondered if he might have a "late harvest, though 
time is so short." As he found a better place to live, and 
was earning a little money modeling at . the Museum Art 
School he came to believe he had some assets: financial 
security, time to work and, looking at the worker, a 
friend who understood him and believed in him. The 
things that had meant the most to him such as books, 
poetry, nature and music he had shut away from himself 
for many years because people, even his own family, 
regarded it as nonsense. The poems he wrote reflected 
his thinking. Many of them were around the "Darby and 
Joann theme, elderly couples in love, and subjects 
related to death. At first he considered himself a 
fatalist with no belief in immortality. Later on, 
after several interviews around this area, he brought 
in a poem entitled "We Should Not Fear". 
"Why do we fear to die? We should not fear 
When age begins to show the end is near, 
Nor should we think that rebirth is a lie, 
And there is but oblivion when we die; 
If such were true, then faith and hope would be 
Life's greatest shams1 Therets immortality. 
When the imprisoned soul has found release, 
We know the blessing of eternal peace; 
And those who think of us from year to year, 
Will often feel that we are somewhere near; 
As mortals sometimes think, it cannot be 
That death ends all1 There's ~ortality. 
At the end of the first year he said his mental outlook 
had changed surprisingly and he certainly had gained 
much self-confidence. He had decided the three things 
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I 
older persons need are a sense of security, understanding 
and companionship. He had brought out very slowly the 
unhappy past and as he gained recognition in other areas 
he was able to view the past more objectively without so 
much guilt and self-condemnation. At this time the 
"Never-Too-Late" Group was being organized at the Public 
Library and Mr. K. was made a member of the planning 
committee. He secured speakers, read his own poems, 
participated intelligently in discuss i ons and found 
companionship among a group who, as he expressed it, 
"spoke his language". Later the agency promoted the 
organization of a group called "senior Associates". 
It provided the atmosphere of a membership club, with 
club rooms open daily for members, weekly literary 
meetings and monthly parties. Mr. K. was elected to 
an office in this group. His present adjustment at 
the age of eighty-six can best be expressed by his 
poem entitled "What Is Old Age?" 
"What is old age? Is it the slighting 
Of men and women who keep fighting 
Perhaps to live a little longer 
With odds against them ever stronger? 
Though this may be t They find no reason 
To think that there must be a season 
When days of loneliness and sadness 
Conspire to silence thoughts of gladness 
Which spring to life when they are musing 
On how they may of their own choosing 
Add to their lives a daily measure 
Of usefulness to give them pleasure. 
Aware there is no use in striving 
To halt the years which keep arriving, 
They are resolved that no misgiving 
Shall mute the joy of living. 
The: hostility which Mr. K. was expressing when he first came 
to the department made him a lonely, disliked old man. Until 
he worked through this feeling, it would make no difference 
where he lived or with whom he associated for he would be 
unwelcome anywhere. Gaining insight into the reasons for his 
hostility he no longer felt hostile. He was then free to look 
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for a better place to live which actually cost him no more 
money. He could accept the fact that he had a serious heart 
condition but he no longer feared death, he only wanted to 
live a richer life in the time he had left. The satisfaction 
he gained from writing poetry and having fri.e.nds was reflected 
in hi.s physical appearance so that he succeeded as a model for 
art students. All of these suc.cess.es gave him confidence and 
status. The worker modified his environment, gave him psycho-
logical support through weekly interviews, helped hi.m clarify 
his problems and gain insight into the underlying causes of 
his difficulties and as a result Mr. K. has achieved the most 
satisfactory adjustment in his life. Actually he is still 
an aged man, financially dependent, with heart trouble and 
without a family; but the difference lies in his attitude 
toward these unchangeable circumstances with which he is sur-
rounded. It is iri this area that casework makes its unique 
contribution in solving the problems of the aged. 
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CHAPTER VI 
THE RESULTS OF C.ASEW ORK TREATMENT 
As of February 1, 1951 the cases were examined to deter-
mine the outcome of the treatment. Fifty-three cases had 
been closed, twenty were still active after a period of 
fifteen to twenty-four months of treatment. In these cases 
the number of interviews during the pe r iod the case was 
open appeared to be more meaningful than the actual length 
of' time from the opening to the closing of the case. When 
a ease was closed it was evaluated by the caseworker to 
determine how the service enabled the individual or family to 
handle the situation. A three-point scale was used: yes, 
no, unable to evaluate. "Yes" indicated that the worker 
had modified the environment for the benefit of the client or 
that the client had made a better adjustment between himself 
and all or any part of his total environment. "No" indicated 
that no adjustment was made either by the individual or in 
his environment. "Unable to evaluateu indicated that because 
of the brevity of the contact or the lack of follow-up infor-
mation the worker could not judge how the client had handled 
the situation. 
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TABIE XX 
CORREIATION OF NUMBER OF INTERVIEWS 
AND EVALUATION AT CLOSING 
No. of ~otal No. of 
Interviews ~losed Cases 
1 10 
2 9 
3 4 
4 10 
5 5 
6 6 
7 or more 9 
Total 53 
Service Enabled Person to 
Handle Situation Better 
Yes No Unable to Evaluate 
10 
6 
2 
7 
5 
6 
8 
44 
2 
1 
l 
4 
3 
2 
5 
At the end of four interviews the client knew whether or 
not he had been helped by the casework treatment 6 and thirty-
three cases were closed at this point. The other twenty cases 
had from five to sixteen interviews before the termination of 
the treatment. 
Forty-four cases or 83 per cent of the oases closed were 
enabled to handle the situation better in some respect, 7.5 
per cent did not make any favorable adjustment to the situatlor 
and 9.5 per cent could not be evaluated. It is of interest 
to note the large percentage who were helped 6 especially when 
it is recognized that every person included in the study had 
suffered some damage to his personality and was beyond the 
age when it was expected that much growth or . change could 
take place. 
These fifty-three cases were also evaluated for the 
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reasons for closing. The caseworker terminated the contact 
in forty-two cases when the client had been enabled to meet 
his problem adequately or the environment had been modified 
so that he could adjust comfortably to it. Three clients 
discontinued regular interviews of their own volition and two 
failed to keep appointments despite planning to do so. The 
caseworker terminated the treatment with six clients when the 
diagnostic study was completed and indicated that there would 
be little likelihood of further modification of either the 
client or his environment. 
TABIE XXI 
CORRElATION BETWEEN TYPE OF TREATMENT AND 
FREQUENCY OF INTERVIEWS IN THE ACTIVE CASES 
Frequency of Interviews 
Type of Treatment 
~eakly 
No Stated Open for 
Total ~onthly Time IRe lief Only 
Environmental 
Modification 2 2 
Psychological 
Support 10 3 4 2 1 
Clarification 4 1 3 
Insight 3 2 1 
With others 1 1 
Total 20 6 7 3 4 
The active cases had all shown improvement in the adjust-
ment of the client to his environment, but none had reached 
the point where treatment or service could be discontinued. 
Of the twenty cases which remained open, two had been treated 
by environmental modification, ten had received supportive 
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treatment# four clarification and three insight therapy. In 
four cases treatment had been discontinued but they were 
classified open because money was being given regularly to 
supplement other income. 
Fifteen of these clients were between the ages of fifty-
nine and sixty-nine# seventeen were mentally alert and nine-
teen had one or more chronic, degenerative diseases. These 
individuals are within the age group where the greatest 
changes are taking place in the process of aging# .but they 
are mentally alert so that they can make use of casework in 
a supportive way during these crises. The length of time the 
eases are open would indicate that the pace is slow because 
the aging client thinks and reacts slowly. Aged persons tend 
to be unsure of themselves and require understanding# accept-
ance and reassurance before they can mobilize their capacities 
for achieving a satisfying adjustment to their internal and 
external environment. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY Alr.D CONCLUSIONS 
The proportion o~ older people in the United States is 
steadily increasing and with more people living longer their 
influence upon the social structure is greater than in the 
past. The cost o~ the care o~ the aged has now risen to two 
per cent o~ the national production. 
Research projects are being conducted on the problem of 
employment and fixed retirement ages by sociologists and 
government; the study of degenerative diseases and the pro-
longation o~ life by geriatricians in leading medical schools; 
and exploratory studies in personal adjustment in old age by 
the Social Science Research Council. 
In the literature on the subject o~ old age, it is gen-
erally agreed that aging is a relative matter, but the onset 
o~ old age is marked by definite observable changes toward 
physical and mental deterioration and changing social relation-
ships o~ a less satisfying nature, . all of which lead to period:: 
of unsettlement or social maladjustment. The transition is 
unavoidable and always to a less desirable social situation. 
The burden o~ adjustment rests largely upon the aged person 
who is least able to achieve an adjustment in the presence of 
crises due to both old age and the transition from an adult 
to an old age culture. 
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II 
Three resources should be available to assist in the 
process of readjustment: the community, education and case-
work therapy. The community has resources for financial 
assistance and medica.l care, but has need for more adequate 
housing facilities for the aged. Education is not considered 
in this particular study. Casework is available to a limited 
number of older persons through the Department for Older 
People of the Family Society of Greater Boston. 
Casework is an art in which the knowledge of the science 
of human relations and skill in relationship are. used to 
mobilize capacity in the individual and resources in the com-
munity appropriate for better adjustment between the client 
and all or any part of his total environment. Casework 
therapy involves modification of the environment; psychologica. 
support for the re lea.se of tension and encouragement of self-
direction; counseling for an intellectual understanding by 
the client of himself and his environment so that he may eval-
uate his attitudes, the behavior of others, and contemplate 
the probable results of any action he may decide to take; 
insight into the projection of his inner needs and subjective 
responses to the environment in order to modify his anxiety, 
hostility and . the use of de .structive ego defense mechanisms. 
These principles and techniques are applicable to the work 
with the aged the same as any other age group, but voluntary 
agencies have been reluctant to provide these services. 
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The attention of all disciplines has been focused on the 
needs of the aged by the first Washington Conference on Aging 
which has stimulated interest in solving these problems 
through voluntary and public organization in each state, city 
and community. The Conference recognized that both families 
and aging persons have great need for counseling facilities 
that would help them find solutions to the problems of living 
in the later years and with older people. 
This study was made to find the answers to the questions 
of who makes use of casework services, what their needs are 
and how the needs are met. 
The c lients were people whose life situations were chang-
ing and provocative of maladjustment. They were a ged, the 
median a ge for men was sixty-nine years and for women seventy 
years. Their living arrangements were unsatisfactory for the 
most part: 79.5 per cent lived in the city, 78 per cent were 
without any family ties and 46.6 per cent. lodged in rooming 
houses and hotels. They had been middle and upper middle 
class people, educated, self-supporting, responsible citizens 
in their adult years. Now 85 .per cent were out of the labor 
market although 30 per cent were still unde.r sixty-five years 
of age, and 90 per cent of them had become financially depen-
dent. Although 70 per cent had some physical disability and 
44 per cent showed some mental regression or disturbance, 
one-half of all the clients were in relatively good health, 
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both physically and mentally. 
About one in five personally requested help with their 
problems. Help was requested for the others by some person 
or community agency who recognized the unsettled condition of 
the client. The caseworker had the burden of responsibility 
to interpret the reason for the referral so the client would 
be enabled to accept and use the services of the agency. This 
is one of the differences between the district offices of the 
family agency and a specialized department for older people. 
The needs of the clients were similar to the needs of 
all people, physical and emotional security. The problems in 
the area of physical security involved health, home and in-
come. The problems of emotional security involved family 
relationships, personal adjustment to the irreversible changes 
in the environment and the finding of substitute satisfactions. 
In analyzing the problems and the solut.ion of them the 
eases were grouped around the three problems of financial need 
housing and personal adjustment. In the area of financial 
need the client's ages were over those at which employment 
was possible and the only other financial resource was public 
or private relief. Clarification of the right to public 
assistance, psychological support of the client while apply-
ing for it, and direct environmental modification by the case-
worker were the techniques used for the solution of these 
problems. Old age assistance is generally adequate to meet 
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the needs of the client once eligibility is established and 
the grant is made. The cases of Miss B. and Mrs. G. both 
indicated that the receipt of public assistance was the means 
of relieving financial insecurity. With the security assured, 
they both were able to mobilize their own capacities for 
adjustment in other areas of need. 
Equally important is the need for shelter. A home is the 
best type of living arrangement and older people need to main-
tain their own homes as long as they are able. In this field 
the community resources are limited, but there is some recog-
nition of the need for small apartments or housekeeping rooms 
with elevator service. The board rate allowed by the Depart-
ment of Public Welfare makes it difficult to secure adequate 
foster home care for the aged. Living accommodations are 
occasionally provided by employment ' as a domestic or a com-
panion. Nursing home care provides for the incapacitated 
person such as Mrs. A. Miss G. found the answer to her need 
in an institution which also provided opportunities for 
leisure time activities for her. Each client is an individ-
ual with problems similar to all other older people but like-
wise peculiar to himself. Each one is considered separately 
and all the available resources of employment agencies, news-
paper advertising for rooms, the nursing home registry and 
the worker's own knowledge of institutions and other resources 
are used to find the best solution for the problem. This 
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taxes the ability of the most skillful caseworker~ for aged 
people find change difficult and cling to the familiar as 
long as possible. 
Personal adjustment is achieved by the use of the various 
treatment techniques. Psychological support gives reassurance 
where there is little chance of environmental modification; 
this with clarification and insight often mobilize the capa-
city of the individual to make better adaptations to the en-
vironmental circumstances. When a person is reaching a period 
of adjustment he is able to make use of leisure time activi-
ties which are available in adult education~ recreational and 
interest groups, or if housebound, in craft work or writing~ 
any of which satisfy the need for status and recognition of 
worth. Mrs. c. viewed her life in two interviews and then 
decided to return to her husband and home. Following this 
decision she was able to make friends and fill her life with 
interesting and useful activities. Mr. K. was hostile to the 
world in general because of his feelings of . inadequacy, 
uselessness and . lone.liness ~ but when he realized how inappro-
priate these reactions were, he could .make friends, was able 
to write poe try which expressed his . . true .fee lings and found 
useful~ part time . employment so that in the end he actually 
achieved the most satisfactory adjustment in his. lifetime. 
While the measurement of success is not accurate~ the 
evaluation of the client's ability to handle his present 
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situation indicated that eighty-six per cent of the cases 
we r e enabled to handle the situation better, indicating a 
change from maladjustment to adjustment in the client and 
with all or part of his total environment. 
\ 
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CONCLUSIONS 
The study is in no way conclusive but the material does 
indicate that: 
1. Older people have the same needs as persons of any a ge, 
but they are less able to meet them because of the limitations 
imposed by age, and there.fore need the help of others in sol-
ving their problems. 
2. As in other aspects of casework, the presenting problem 
frequently was not the only problem of the client. 
3. Aged people can be helped by cas.ework treatment. 
4. A separate department for casework with the aged is valid 
because of the knowledge and skill acquired .by the caseworkers 
through specialization. 
5. Public assistance in Boston is adequate for financial 
support except for those persons in need of foster home care. 
6. Housing for the aged is inadequate in Boston, and the 
lack of proper facilities may be a deterrent to good personal 
adjustment in certain cases. Some consideration should be 
given to the needs of the aged in planning for future public 
housing projects. A registry of boarding homes should be 
established so that adequate places would be available when 
needed. A~1(~~ 
Ri~haTd K. C cn~nt 
.~san 
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APPENDIX 82 
FIEL:;Jd .,.& .• 0..:\.I.ti.L - F.-iJ.c.ILY SOCIETY OF Gi\EaTE.d. B0 3TO:i: 
tlchedulc No •.•..... Ja t e ....... , • 
1. Case N:J. ~ ......... I~a ... ~ • .•.••••....•...• , • • rlddress . . .............. . 
2. Persons included in case (client listed first) 
Birthdate nelatinnship t J client 
0. ~lace of residence) ( ) Bostun ( ) suburb 
1. Type of residenc~: 
5. 
( ) O':··n h ),.H;t ( ) apart ... ent ( ) hotel ( ) relative 
( ) r o-:: ..• 1n ~~ h :mse 
' 
) nursinL~ h.) .. ,e ( ) othe·r •... ........ 
Fa ..• ily status! ( ) d.c. . ( ) d . ~ ( ) .::.0 ( ) w 
If ..• arried: t .) who.:., 1ength of tL .• e, reason f or ter ..• ination 
of ... arria.;e 
6. Present e ..• plQYL.•ent status~ 
,., 
: 0 
Occupation .. ...... ........•... .• ( ) part-ti ... e .( ) full-t L.e 
If not ':: ;:; rkiniS , reason ( ) never ~ainfully e ... plcyed ( ) oth e~· 
( ) ret ired ( ) unable to find '~·ork ( ) p ~.: or health 
Present financial status: 
Incoue: .( ) earnings ( ) savin~s or annunity ( ) relative~ 
clocial Security: { ) pension 
.rl.SSistance! ( ) 0eneral relief 
( ) Old &~ e Benefits 
:( ) 0Aa ( ) private a~ency 
- 2-
8 . Present Health: 
Physical - acut e disease 
Chr onic disease or disabilities 
~ental - ( ) alert ( ) so~e loss of llie~ory ( ) psychotic 
trends 
9. ~ersonal rl ist)ry 
.-..ace .•..... Country of birth •••.••...•• Citizen ( ) yes ( } no 
Education: ( 
:~. eli t;; ion: ( 
) grades ( 
} Prot est ant 
) H.d. ( ) colle;se 
( ) Hebrew ( ) :1.. C. 
( ) •Jther 
( ) ot her 
Early history, place in fruJily, relationship to ~arents, etc. 
~ .axL .. u~~. adjust •.• ent in life socially and econo .. ~ ically 
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-3-
10. Source of referral ............................................ . 
11. Presentin~ proble-s 
12. Type of service given: ( ) brief service ( ) continued ser-
vice 
1;). Present status of case: ( ) active ( ) inactive ( ) closed 
Date of ..:i.eferral. ..........•• Date of closing ••......•..•....•..• 
14. Nu ... ber of int ervi ev"7S: Total ................. . 
••...... office .......... . ho ...... e 
15. If closed, reason for closing 
client unvilling to continue 
~odification unlikely 
•............. collateral 
I service co ... rpleted client did not continue despite plan referred to other agency 
16. Evaluation at closing: 
Service enabled fa~ily or individual to handle situation better 
( ) yes ( ) no ( ) una.ble to evaluate 
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-4-
l7. Treat .... ~ent: client 1 s idea of his proble...;.s, vrhat efforts cl ient 
has .... ade to solve problews 1 developing proble ... s during treat-
l .• ent, role . of tne social ,,.,-orker 
• 
7"Tincple type of treat;.;ent used: 
) Environ~ental wodification ( ) psycholo ~ical support 
( ) counselling or clarification ( ) Insight 
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